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ABSTRACT  
 
The technologically useful properties of a solid often depend upon the types and 
concentrations of crystalline defects it contains. The concentrations of various defects 
can alter the electrical properties of a solid.  Currently, defect engineering is applied 
extensively within the microelectronic industry but has not been utilized much in 
catalysis research.  However, defects can be useful in altering the effectiveness of 
catalysts (including photocatalysts), the performance of photo-active devices, the 
sensitivity of solid-state electrolyte sensors, and the efficiency of devices for converting 
sunlight to electrical power.  TiO2, in particular, is widely used as a catalyst and 
photocatalyst and is being explored for applications in sensor technology and coatings.  
This thesis involves identifying new mechanisms for defect engineering in titanium 
dioxide based on surface-bulk coupling, photo-stimulation, and interaction of charged 
defects at the surface.  While titanium dioxide is utilized as a model, the principles 
observed for titanium dioxide will translate well into other metal oxide semiconductors.  
Through isotopic oxygen bulk diffusion studies done in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber, it 
has been observed that having a surface free from contamination increases the self-
diffusion of oxygen in titanium dioxide.  Photo-illumination effects were also observed 
for the defects in titanium dioxide.  In addition an 18O pile-up in dopant concentration at 
the surface is evidence of an interaction between charged defects and the charged 
surface.  Two models have been developed to help understand these mechanisms. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 Motivation 
Defect engineering is being used in the microelectronic industry to improve 
semiconductor devices.  Outside of silicon, few materials have been studied with defect 
engineering, however.  Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has many applications in which the performance 
is affected by its various defects, and hence defect engineering may open up more 
opportunities in field such as catalysis.  Our group has studied the effects of surface adsorbate 
coverage and optical illumination on the concentration and diffusion of silicon defects including 
the use of a continuum-based software for mechanism studies.  This thesis discusses the 
application of these principles learned from silicon microelectronic processing for titanium 
dioxide in order to study how defects can be manipulated to improve the performance of metal 
oxide semiconductors.  Point defects typically affect electronic properties such as carrier type, 
concentration or mobility1-2.  Extended defects also affect physical properties, such as strength 
or toughness3.  At elevated temperatures, extended defects frequently serve as sources or sinks 
of point defects.  Surfaces do the same, interacting through both bond-exchange4-5 and 
electrostatic4 mechanisms.  Most defects can act as sites where electrons and holes recombine 
with special efficiency6-8, typically degrading the performance of the host material in 
applications ranging from optoelectronics to photocatalysis.  Defect engineering seeks to 
reduce such effects. 
 The study of defects in metal oxide semiconductors is emerging as an important field in 
the scientific community with a large array of applications not limited to nitric oxide reduction9, 
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photovoltaic cells10, sensors11, anti-fouling coatings10, strong metal support interaction (SMSI) 
catalysts12-14 and water splitting15.  Although it is becoming apparent that the defects in 
semiconducting metal oxides play an important role in these applications, little research is 
being done to engineer the defects in them.  Defect engineering in silicon has already played an 
important role in the development of the microelectronic industry through procedures for ion 
implantation in ultra-shallow junctions.  The Seebauer research group has focused a lot of its 
past work on engineering the defects in the bulk of silicon through control of the surface 
properties.  In silicon, group members have established the effects of both illumination and 
surface chemistry on the annihilation and generation of silicon and boron interstitials in 
silicon16-18.  Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is one of the most intensely studied semiconducting metal 
oxides due to its vast number of applications such SMSI catalysts12-14, self-cleaning coatings19, 
and water splitting for hydrogen production15.  Work in our research group is leading us to 
believe that many of the principles we have learned in our silicon work are also be applicable 
for titanium dioxide, and an understanding into how these effects function in titanium dioxide 
may greatly benefit both the study of titanium dioxide and the study of metal oxide 
semiconductors in general. 
 
 
1.2 Bulk Defects in Titanium Dioxide 
 Defects in titanium dioxide can be thought of as consisting of two interacting systems: 
oxygen defects and titanium defects.  While it is convenient to think of each element as a 
separate system, the two are not truly acting independently, as they can interact with each 
other forming clusters of multiple defects.    
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 Oxygen defects can exist in two forms within titanium dioxide.  The most commonly 
accepted form are oxygen vacancies20-28, which are believed to have a +2 charge20-25, 28.  There 
is a small amount of literature that suggests oxygen vacancies may exist in +1 charge state25-26 .  
In addition to oxygen vacancies, recent literature is suggesting that oxygen may also take the 
form of oxygen interstitials24.  The charge state of these is currently unknown.  Some literature 
suggests that oxygen interstitials may travel as a pair24. 
 Titanium atoms are believed to travel primarily by interstitial 20, 23-24, 27, 29-32 with a 
charge state of +3 or +420, 24, 26, 28-31.  Some literature suggests a +2 charge state as well23.  
Recent literature is suggesting that titanium vacancies with a charge state of -4 also exist in 
titanium dioxide24, 26, 32, but they may diffuse too slowly to be noticeable in past studies . 
 In addition to single point defects, two or more point defects may combine to form a 
cluster.  Several papers look into possible clusters. It is known that at high temperatures, 
severely reduced titanium dioxide can form extended defects known as crystalline shear 
planes33.  It is possible that at lower temperatures, the precursor to crystalline planes which 
may be clusters of vacancies might form. 
 
1.3 Defect Engineering in Titanium Dioxide 
  Currently, most defect engineering done on titanium dioxide involves exposing 
titanium dioxide to an oxygen ambient at high temperatures.  In its natural state, titanium 
dioxide is actually stoichiometrically reduced in oxygen represented by TiO2-x, where x 
represents the degree of reduction.  Past work on understanding defects in titanium dioxide 
has focused on how the material changes as x changes.  While surface defects have been 
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studied in relation to how they help the applications of titanium dioxide, little attention has 
been paid to what effects the surface may have on the bulk defects.  In addition, to our 
knowledge there are not any studies that look at how illumination may affect bulk defects in 
TiO2. 
The work presented in this thesis focuses on how the surface can affect bulk defect 
formation, and how illumination can affect bulk defect concentrations or diffusion rates.  
Chapter 2 compiles literature values for defect parameters and applied statistical methods from 
systems engineering to estimate the most likely values for the equilibrium concentrations of 
defects.  Chapter 3 is a theoretical chapter that derives the equation for the diffusion of oxygen 
in titanium dioxide thorough a surface pathway.  Chapter 4 will look at how we were able to 
model these defects in a continuum based model, identifying the mobile species, and 
understand the mechanism behind defect creation at the surface.  Chapter 5 focuses on how 
oxygen defects (in particular oxygen interstitials) are created at the surface and migrate into 
the bulk.  Chapter 6 discusses the pressure dependence of oxygen diffusivity observed in 
experiments, and the implications of this dependence.  Chapter 7 focuses on the impact 
illumination has on bulk defects.  Chapter 8 shows some of the near surface effects that we 
have observed throughout our studies.  Chapter 9 will present a model of the titanium defects 
in titanium dioxide and present some ideas for further studies. 
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CHAPTER 2:  DEFECT PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 In order to understand how defect concentrations have been modified, it was necessary 
to understand what the concentration of each defect should be at equilibrium.  Equilibrium 
concentrations of defects were derived from a variety of literature.  In addition to coming up 
with values for the equilibrium concentrations of defects, it was necessary to come up with 
values for the diffusivities of each defect.  Due to the scatter in the parameter values from 
literature, the values were chosen by employing Maximum Likelihood estimation.  Also, there 
were some parameters which had not been studied in literature, and estimates for these 
values required estimation through educated approximations.   
 
2.2 Maximum Likelihood (ML) Estimation Overview 
The ML estimation method1-2 weights each value from the literature according to its 
uncertainty, forming a new “average” value that is based more heavily on the values that have  
less reported error.  Maximum likelihood estimation allows one to estimate the most likely 
value for a parameter, ȳ, by minimizing the objective function, Φ, in the equation below1:  
    
_
2
i i
i
Φ w (y y)                                              (2.1) 
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In the above equation, yi represents the parameter from a given paper i.  wi is the 
weight of the paper’s value, based on the standard deviation, σi
1
. 
                   i 2
i
1
w
σ
  (2.2) 
The analytical solution to solve for the most likely parameter is: 
     
_
i ii
ii
w y
y
w



  (2.3) 
The error on the maximum likelihood parameter is estimated from: 
  2ML
ii
1
σ
w


 (2.4) 
 
2.3 Equilibrium Concentrations 
2.3.1 Equilibrium Equations 
 
 The defect concentrations for the defects at thermal equilibrium were estimated based 
on their equilibrium values for defect disorder.  Literature frequently cites3 the following 
reactions as responsible for the equilibrium concentrations of defects shown below in Kroeger-
Vink notation, where n and p represent the concentrations of electrons and holes, respectively: 
OO ↔ VO
2+ + 2e’ + ½O2     (2.5) 
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 2OO + TiTi ↔ Tii
3+ + 3e’ + O2     (2.6) 
2OO + TiTi ↔ Tii
4+ + 4e’ + O2     (2.7) 
O2 ↔ VTi
’’’’+ 4h+ + 2OO     (2.8) 
nil ↔ e’ + h+       (2.9) 
Frenkel and Schottky equations shown below, 2.10 and 2.11 respectively, for the 
formation of titanium vacancies are also frequently cited.  
TiTi ↔ VTi
’’’’+ Tii
4+      (2.10) 
nil ↔ VTi
’’’’ + 2VO
2+       (2.11) 
In addition to the aforementioned equilibrium relations, we added a relationship to 
explain the equilibrium concentration of oxygen interstitials shown below.  This relation is 
similar the relation proposed for oxygen interstitial formation at the surface in ZnO4. x 
represents the unknown charge state for oxygen interstitials. 
 ½O2 ↔ Oi
x’+ xh+  (2.12) 
The above equilibrium equations can be described by the following equilibrium 
constants: 
 K1 = [VO
2+]n2P(O2)
½ (2.13) 
 K2 = [Tii
3+]n3P(O2) (2.14) 
 K3 = [Tii
4+]n4P(O2) (2.15) 
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 Ki = np (2.16) 
 KS = [VO
2+]2[VTi
’’’’] (2.17) 
 KF = [Ti
4+][VTi
’’’’] (2.18) 
 K4 = [VTi
’’’’]n-4P(O2)
-1 (2.19)  
 K5 = [Oi
x’]n-xp(O2)
- ½  (2.20) 
 If these equilibrium equations are known, one can solve for the concentration of each 
defect using the equations: 
   [VO
2+] = K1n
-2p(O2)
-½  (2.21) 
   [Tii
3+] = K2n
-3p(O2)
-1  (2.22) 
   [Tii
4+] = K3n
-4p(O2)
-1  (2.23)  
   [VTi
’’’’] = KSK1
-2n4p(O2) = KFK3
-1n4 p(O2)=K4n
4p(O2) (2.24) 
   [Oi
x’] = K4n
xp(O2)  (2.25) 
 In order to solve for equilibrium conditions at a given temperature and oxygen partial 
pressure, the values for the equilibrium constants as well as for the concentration of electrons 
must be known.  Values for the equilibrium constants are discussed later in this chapter.  As the 
concentration of electrons is unknown, another relationship is needed to solve the problem.   In 
order to satisfy the overall charge neutrality requirement the following relationship is used: 
   2[VO
2+]+3[Tii
3+]+4[Tii
4+]+p=n+4[VTi
’’’’]+x[Oi
x’] (2.26) 
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 If we knew all of the values for the equilibrium constants were known, it would be 
possible to use equations 2.20-2.26 to solve for n.  As the value for x is unknown, and oxygen 
interstitials are believed to be present in smaller quantities than the other defects, the oxygen 
interstitial term was dropped from the charge balance for the purposes of calculating 
equilibrium concentrations.  There was some debate in the literature5-6 as to whether Schottky 
or Frenkel defects dominate, however each of these would be a combination of equations from 
2.20-2.26. 
 Equilibrium constants are used to compare equations 2.20-2.26 to solve for the 
concentrations of electrons, oxygen vacancies, and titanium interstitials at each temperature 
and oxygen pressure.   Some sample concentrations are shown in Appendix 1, using MLE values 
for the equilibrium constants. 
    
2.3.2 Maximum Likelihood Values for Equilibrium Constants  
 Values for the activation energy and pre-exponential factors of Ki were reported by Bak 
et al., Yahia et al., and Baumard et al.7-9 and are reported in Table 2.1.  All three of these papers 
used a conductivity-based method to find the values for Ki.  No error was reported in either the 
Yahia et al. or Baumard et al. papers.  In order to come up with a logical uncertainty estimate 
for these papers, it was assumed that there error was the same percent of their total value as in 
Bak et al, as similar experimental methods were used.  Using the literature values, a maximum 
likelihood estimation for the values was calculated to be: 
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     7i
S H 2.80
K exp exp 4.74 10 exp
k kT kT
       
       
     
   (2.27) 
 
Table 2.1: Entropies and enthalpies for equilibrium constant, Ki 
Paper Entropy (eV/K) Enthalpy (eV) 
Bak et al.7 0.00374 3.039±0.053 
Yahia et al.8 0.00051 2.401±0.042 
Baumard et al.9 0.000319 3.253±0.057 
MLE Value 0.0015 2.799±0.028 
  
 Values for the activation energy and prefactors of K1 were reported by Kofstad, Marucco 
et al., Sawatari et al., and Forland10-13,  and are reported in Table 2.2.  Kofstad, Marucco et al, 
and Forland all used thermogravimetric measurements to calculate their equilibrium constants.  
Forland did not calculate a pre-exponential factor, so none is included in the resultant average 
value from her paper.  Sawatari et al. used a computational model and also did not include a 
pre-exponential factor.  In addition to these papers, papers by Cho et al., Li et al, He et al, Kieth 
et al, and Peng et al.14-18, calculated formation energies for oxygen vacancies, which can be 
converted into equilibrium enthalpies of formation.  All of these papers were DFT 
computational papers, whose error was stated in the paper.  Li et al. calculated the formation 
energies for a variety of temperatures, oxygen pressures and Fermi energies17.  Their value for 
300 K, 10-8 atm O2 and at the maximum Fermi energy allowed by the charge neutrality 
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condition as this was closest to the experimental conditions in this thesis.  He et al. and Peng et 
al. both did the experiments in oxygen rich and titanium rich titanium dioxide14, 16.  Their values 
for the titanium rich titanium dioxide, at the conduction band minima were utilized.  Cho et 
al.18 did not cite an uncertainty value so this was estimated based the error from Li et al.  Using 
these values, a maximum likelihood estimation for the values was calculated to be:  
     1
4.39
K 526.73 exp
kT
 
  
 
    (2.28) 
 
Table 2.2: Entropies and enthalpies for equilibrium constant, K1 
Paper Entropy (eV/K) Enthalpy (eV) 
Kofstad13 0.0000517 4.56±0.77 
Marucco et al.19  0.0000491 4.58±0.15 
Sawatari et al11 n/a 10.1±1.22 
Forland10 n/a 4.79±0.22 
Cho et al.18  n/a 4.44±0.28 
Li et al.17 n/a 2.7±0.8 
He et al.14 n/a 4.1±2.1 
Keith et al.15 n/a 4.25±0.15 
Peng et al.16 n/a 2.5±0.4 
MLE Value 0.00054 4.39±0.087 
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 Values for the activation energy and prefactors of K2 were reported by Kofstad and 
Blumenthal et al.13,20 and are reported in Table 2.3.  Kofstad used thermogravimetric methods 
to calculate his value13.  Blumenthal used a method based on conductivity of the material20.  He 
did not cite his error, but it was possible to calculate it using his plots.  Also, he did not give a 
value for the pre-exponential factor, so Kofstad’s value was used in the final value.  He et al. 
used DFT calculations to come up with an estimate for the formation energy of titanium 
interstitials with the 3+ charge state14.  His data are included, with an error based on other DFT 
papers for other titanium dioxide defects.  Using these values, a maximum likelihood estimation 
for the values was calculated to be:  
  92
8.77
K 9.30 10  exp
kT
 
   
 
    (2.29) 
 
 
 
Table 2.3: Entropies and enthalpies for equilibrium constant, K2 
Paper Entropy (eV/K) Enthalpy (eV) 
Kofstad13 0.001978 9.12±1.24 
Blumenthal et al.20  n/a 9.24±0.32 
He et al.14  n/a 5.64±0.8 
MLE Value 0.001978 8.77±0.29 
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Values for the activation energy and pre-factors of K3 were reported by Kofstad, Marucco et al., 
Blumenthal et al., and Sawatari et al.13,20 and are reported in Table 2.4.  Kofstad and Marucco et 
al. used thermogravimetric methods to calculate the equilibrium constants, while Blumenthal 
used conductivity measurements11, 13, 19-20 .  Sawatari et al. used a computational model, and 
calculated the equilibrium constant using multiple cell sizes11.  The error was computed using 
the standard deviation between these different models.  Li et al and Peng et al. also came up 
with formation energies for titanium interstitials in the 4+ charge state using DFT calculations16-
17.  The methods were the same as for earlier discussed defects.  Using these values, a 
maximum likelihood estimation for the values was calculated to be:   
  113
7.30
K 9.71 10  exp
kT
 
   
 
    (2.30) 
 
Table 2.4: Entropies and enthalpies for equilibrium constant, K3 
Paper Entropy (eV/K) Enthalpy (eV) 
Kofstad13 0.00247 10.64±1.44 
Marucco et al.19  0.00229 10.13±0.39 
Blumenthal et al. 20  n/a 10.67±0.45 
Sawatari et al11 n/a 12.1±1.46 
Li et al.17 n/a 3.5±0.8 
Peng et al.16 n/a 4.8±0.4 
MLE Value 0.00238 7.30±0.27 
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2.3.3 Equilibrium Concentration of Oxygen Interstitials 
 Literature does not cite the equilibrium constant, K5, however two reports of the 
formation energy for oxygen interstitials calculated through DFT calculations exist14, 16 and are 
shown, with the MLE value, in Table 2.5.  Peng et al. and He et al both calculated the formation 
of oxygen interstitials both in reduced TiO2-x and oxygen rich TiO2.  Their reduced values were 
used, as these were the closest to the experimental conditions in this thesis.  Neither of these 
reports gave a pre-exponential factor.  Because of this, a guess was needed, and it was decided 
to use the number of available sites as a prefactor..  The resultant equilibrium concentration for 
the K5 is 
  45
2.55
K 6.00 10  exp
kT
     
 
    (2.31) 
Table 2.5: Entropies and enthalpies for equilibrium constant, K5 
Paper Entropy (eV/K) Enthalpy (eV) 
He et al.14 n/a 4.10±2.17 
Peng et al.16 n/a 2.5±0.4 
MLE Value n/a 2.55±0.39 
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2.3.4 Equilibrium Concentration of Titanium Vacancies 
 Until recently, titanium vacancies were not studied much in literature.  Recent work by 
Bak et al3 has shown that titanium vacancies play an important role in titanium dioxide, 
however they diffuse so slowly that they do not truly reach an equilibrium in the bulk until the 
sample has been annealed at high temperatures over a period of ~2000 hours.  This equilibrium 
was not reached in these experiments, however they reached quasi-equilibrium.  K4 was 
reported by Bak et al. using conductivity experiments3 for the quasi-equilibrium regime.   In 
addition, three papers conducted DFT calculations to compute the equilibrium constant for 
titanium vacancies14, 16-17.  These papers do not look at the individual regimes, however their 
uncertainty is also very large compared to Bak et al’s, so they do not affect the resultant 
equilibrium constant significantly.  The MLE value for the equilibrium constant and the 
individual values are shown below and in Table 2.6. 
  114
3.57
K 2.75 10  exp
kT
     
 
    (2.32) 
Table 2.6: Entropies and enthalpies for equilibrium constant, K4 
Paper Entropy (eV/K) Enthalpy (eV) 
Bak et al.3 -0.0021 3.67±0.053 
Li et al.17 n/a 0±0.8 
He et al.14 n/a 2.66±2.03 
Peng et al.16 n/a -1.5±0.4 
MLE Value n/a 3.57±0.05 
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2.3.5 Level of Oxygen Reduction in TiO2-x 
 In its natural state, titanium dioxide is reduced in oxygen.  The reduction level in oxygen 
is normally designated by x in the formula TiO2-x.  Using the equilibrium concentrations of 
defects it was possible to calculate x for various temperatures and oxygen pressures using the 
relation: 
 
2 x' 3 4 ''''
O i i i Ti
3 4 ''''
i i Ti
V O 2( Ti Ti V )
x  
1 Ti Ti V
  
 
                     
            
 (2.33) 
The results are shown in Appendix A.1 and shown with a comparison to literature values in 
Figure 2.1.   
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Figure 2.1:  Plot of x as a function of temperature. Symbols are all from Forland et al10, and 
the solid line is from this data set. 
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2.4 Diffusivities of Defects 
2.4.1 Titanium Diffusion  
 In order to understand how titanium diffuses in titanium dioxide, it was necessary to 
come up with an estimate for the diffusivity of titanium interstitials and for the diffusivity of 
titanium vacancies.  Literature agrees that the primary means of titanium diffusion in titanium 
dioxide is via interstitial, but there is some debate in the literature as to which charge state or 
both primarily contribute to this diffusion under which conditions.   The charge state factors 
into the pressure dependence of overall Ti diffusion.  Values for the diffusivity of titanium in 
TiO2 are shown in Table 2.7 and on Figure 2.2.  Akse et al., Hoshino et al., Venkatu et al., and 
Lundy et al. all used the radioactive isotope 44Ti as a tracer for their experiments21-24.  Akse et al. 
did their diffusion experiments along two directions21, but only the value for the c direction was 
used as that was the direction the diffusion is occurring in these experiments.  Also, their pre-
exponential factor was determined from their plots, not reported directly.  Lee et al. and Ait-
Younes et a. used conductivity measurements to come up with their values for the diffusion of 
titanium in titanium dioxide25-26.   
 The dependence on oxygen partial pressure is designated by the n in Po
-1/n.  Maximum 
Likelihood estimations were derived for the diffusivity to be: 
 
1
0.58 0.078 4.77 0.055
Ti O
2.84 0.022
D 10 P exp( )
kT

 
 
   (2.34) 
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Table 2.7: Titanium tracer diffusivities 
Paper Pre-exponential Factor n Activation Energy (eV) 
Akse et al.21 0.0021 4.87±0.058 2.48±0.12 
Venkatu et al.22  0.064 n/a 2.66±0.16 
Lundy et al.24  0.046 n/a 2.6±0.13 
Lee et al.25 0.0625 n/a 2.72±0.18 
Hoshino et al.23 6.50 4.16±0.41 2.87±0.024 
Ait-Younes et al26. n/a 3.7±0.2 n/a 
MLE Value 3.76 4.77±0.055 2.84±0.022 
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Figure 2.2: Literature values for the diffusivity of titanium in TiO2.  Black line indicates the 
calculated maximum likelihood value. 
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 Titanium vacancies are not discussed much in literature, and there are no data on their 
diffusivity.  For the purposes of this study, they were modeled as essentially non-mobile, and 
hence a diffusivity value for them was not derived.  This seemed logical, due to the fact that 
they take around 2000 hours at 1323K to reach equilibrium in a sample 1mm thick27. (For 
reference the same paper says that it takes about one half hour to reach an equilibrium for the 
other defects at the same temperature for the same sample.)  
 
2.4.2 Oxygen Diffusion 
 In past literature at these conditions, all oxygen diffusion is mediated via vacancy 
diffusion.  For this reason, the oxygen tracer diffusivity acts as an estimate for the oxygen 
vacancy diffusivity.  When oxygen vacancy diffusion is mediated by vacancy diffusion, it has a 
negative pressure dependence described by n in PO
-1/n.  Oxygen diffusion was studied by using a 
18O tracer by Millot et al, Haul et al, Derry et al., Arita et al., Bagshaw et al., and Greunwald et 
al28-33.  Greunwald et al. and Bagshaw et al. only found the diffusivity at one point, and not as a 
function of temperature or pressure.  Their data is not included in the ML estimation for this 
reason, however their data is shown on Figure 2.3.  Millot et al. took his experiments in a 
polycrystalline sample, for which only 4% of the diffusion was occurring in the c direction28.  His 
research was used to calculate n, however, as no other papers were able to determine n over 
their data range.  All of the other papers listed above were in the c direction.  In addition to the 
tracer studies, Lee et al. and Iguchi et al. did experiments using conductivity to measure the 
diffusivity25, 34.  Lee et al’s paper, measured their diffusivity perpendicular to the c axis, which 
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could account for their activation energy being lower than the other papers.  The literature 
values are shown in Table 2.8 and Figure 2.3. The MLE value for oxyen diffusivity is: 
 
1
3.33 0.37 8.11 0.36
O O
2.37 0.092
D 10 P exp( )
kT

  
 
   (2.35) 
Table 2.8: Oxygen diffusivities 
Paper Pre-exponential Factor n Activation Energy (eV) 
Haul et al.31  0.002 n/a 2.6±0.65 
Derry et al.29  0.0024 n/a 2.93±0.52 
Arita et al.32  0.034 n/a 2.6±0.142 
Lee et al.25 4.28×10-5 n/a 2.09±0.14 
Iguchi et al.34  0.0063 n/a 2.4±0.3 
Millot et al.28 n/a 8.11±0.36 n/a 
MLE Value 4.73×10-4 8.11±0.36 2.37±0.092 
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Figure 2.3: Literature values for the diffusivity of oxygen in TiO2.  Black line indicates the 
calculated maximum likelihood value. 
 
 The value for the diffusivity of oxygen interstitials in TiO2 was unknown prior to this 
study.  In order to do initial studies some rough estimate for this value was used.  For a starting 
value the values for diffusion of oxygen interstitials in other metal oxides were compiled. The 
values for the activation energy of a O interstitial diffusing in UO2 were studied in two papers.  
Morelon et al. uses a modification of the Moldy Code to do molecular dynamic simulations35.   
The 9.4% error they stated on their formation energies was used, due to a lack of a better value 
for error.  Karakasides et al.36 uses the Harwall CASCADE program to  help calculate the values 
for diffusion activation energy.  They find two values using this method based on the number of 
ions they model, and so the deviation from these was used as the uncertainty.   Mackrodt et al. 
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reported the oxygen interstitial diffusion activation energies for MgO, CaO, and SrO , using a 
HADES method37.  Two values were given for CaO, so a deviation was calculated with the two 
values.   Oxygen diffusion in MgO was only examined with one calculation, so the error from 
CaO was used.  Diffusion in SrO was looked at with both methods, but their resultant value was 
the same, so instead I used the deviation calculated from CaO.  Figure 2.4 shows the reported 
oxygen interstitial diffusivities.  Based on the above reports, the ML value for the diffusivity of 
an oxygen interstitial diffusing in a metal oxide values is 1.33 ev.  An error of about 0.5 eV 
should be sufficient to cover most of the range.   
 
 Figure 2.4: Literature values for the activation energy of diffusivity of oxygen interstitials in 
metal oxide semiconductors.   
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2.5  Conclusion 
Maximum likelihood estimation has been used to come up with most likely parameters 
for the diffusion of each defect type in titanium dioxide, by combining a vast number of values 
from literature.  In addition, this technique has been employed to derive values for the 
equilibrium constants for defect formation in titanium dioxide.  Using these equilibrium 
constants, equilibrium concentrations have been found.  These values prove useful when 
developing a model to describe overall oxygen diffusion in titanium dioxide, and will be 
discussed in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3:  DIFFUSIVITY RELATIONS FOR OXYGEN DIFFUSING FROM THE SURFACE OF 
TITANIUM DIOXIDE 
 
3.1   Background 
A series of papers by Cowern et al1-2 discuss the mechanisms by which defect-mediated 
diffusion can lead to an exponential shape as opposed to the complementary error-function 
shaped that would be expected for classical Fickian diffusion.  They explain that pure Fickian 
diffusion along a concentration gradient would only be seen for an atom diffusing in a 
semiconductor if the diffusion consisted of single atomic step movements, such as in the case 
of vacancy diffusion.  In the case of a fast moving intermediate, which has a path length 
between the time in which it is created and the time that it recombines into the lattice greater 
than that of one atomic jump, the diffusion pattern will appear more exponential in the limit of 
short diffusion times. (For long diffusion times over large distances, the expected 
complementary error function shape would still be expected).   
In the papers, they look at the specific case of boron impurities in silicon, but explain 
that theoretically, the mechanisms proposed in their paper should apply to any species 
diffusing in a semiconductor via a fast intermediate.  Examples of possible diffusing species are 
described by the equations below, where X is the foreign species we are tracking, Y is a species 
already present in the bulk crystal (i.e, a naturally present host atom), S indicates the atom is a 
lattice site, i indicates it’s in an interstitial, and v that it’s a vacancy. 
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  S i iX Y X  (3.1) 
 
 S i vX X X
 (3.2)
 
 
 
   
 
S v i vX Y X Y
 (3.3)
 
 
 
   
 
S i i iX Y X Y   (3.4) 
 
 
    
 
S i v i vX X Y Y X
 (3.5) 
 
 
    
 
S i i v vX X Y Y X
 (3.6)
 
 Cowern derived his relations for an initial delta function in concentration; however 
subsequent work in this laboratory has extended this approach to apply to a step function in 
the concentration of the isotope3.  In the case of oxygen diffusion in titanium dioxide, the 
possible reactions that could lead to a fast moving intermediate are: 
    
18 16 18
S i iO O O
 (3.7)
 
  18 18 18S i vO O O
 (3.8)
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 
   
 
18 18
S v i vO Ti O Ti
 (3.9)
 
 
 
   
 
18 18
S i i iO Ti O Ti
 (3.10) 
 
 
    
 
18 18
S i v v iO O Ti O Ti
 (3.11)
 
 
 
    
 
18 18
S i i v vO O Ti O Ti
 (3.12)
 
As 3.7 and 3.8 both involve an interstitial mediating the diffusion.  In case 3.9 and 3.11, 
oxygen interstitial forms a dimer with a titanium vacancy and the two diffuse as a bound pair.  
In case 3.10 and 3.12, an oxygen interstitial forms a dimer with a titanium interstitial, and the 
two can then diffuse as a bound pair.  These equations yield the values for kgen (the bulk 
generation rate of defects) and kann (the annihilation rate for mobile defects in the bulk) shown 
in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1: Expressions for rate constants for diffusive mechanisms* 
Reaction Mechanism Equation Kgen Kann 
Kick in/Kick out interstitial mechanism 3.1 kgenCI,O kannCH 
Dissociation interstitial mechanism 3.2 kgen kannCV,O 
Vacancy pair combination mechanism 3.3 kgenCV,Ti kann 
Interstitial pair combination mechanism 3.5 kgenCI,Ti kann 
Vacancy pair dissociation mechanism 3.6 Kgen kannCV,OCI,,Ti 
Interstitial pair dissociation mechanism 3.7 Kgen kannCv,OCv,Ti 
*Cv is the concentration of O or Ti vacancies.  CI is the concentration of O or Ti interstitials.  CH is the 
concentration of 16O atoms in lattice sites. 
 
3.2 Derivation for a Step Function in Silicon 
Past researchers in this laboratory3-4 have been able to derive equations for an initial 
step profile of mobile atoms buried as an isotopic heterostructure, so that boundary conditions 
can be written at infinity in both the positive and negative X directions.  In the case of isotopic 
oxygen self-diffusion in titanium dioxide, the situation differs because the surface itself is the 
locus of a step profile in 18 oxygen when that surface exposed to oxygen gas.  In this case, one 
boundary condition can be written at x = +, but the other boundary condition depends upon 
the flux of isotopically atoms at the surface (x=0). 
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Their solution was derived from the equations3: 
 
∂CM
∂t
= DM∇
2CM − Kann CM + Kgen CS  (3.13) 
 
∂ CM+CS  
∂t
= DM∇
2CM  (3.14) 
 In the above relations, M represents the mobile species, while S represents the 
substitutional atoms.  The final solution in the limit of short diffusion times results in equation 
(3.15).  Short diffusion times can be conceptualized as times for which the mobile species takes 
an average of one “step” or less before exchanging with the lattice or disappearing by some 
other mechanism. From a plot of the normalized concentration described by equation (3.15) 
below, one can extract Kgen and λ from the intercept and slope of the diffusion profile, 
respectively. 
 ln  
CS  x,t −Cmin
Cmax −Cmin
 = ln  
Kgen t
2
 + x λ  (3.15) 
Kgen represents the effective first-order rate constant for  generation of mobile defects, 
whereas λ represents the average distance a mobile species travels in the lattice before it 
disappears (for example, by exchanging into the host lattice).  λ is a function of the Kann, which 
represents the effective first-order annihilation rate constant of mobile species through the 
relation: 
 M
ann
D
λ
K
  (3.16) 
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From Kgen and λ one can calculate the effective diffusivity from the relation: 
 Deff = Kgen λ
2 (3.17) 
This last expression is valid in the limit that Kgen Kann (equivalent to the quasi-steady state 
approximate for the reactive intermediate M), and that the experiment proceed for a time of at 
least ~20/Kann
4. (Typical values for Kgent in these experiments are around 5×10
-3 to 2×10-2.  Based 
on the values calculated for lambda and the very fast diffusivity of oxygen interstitials 
calculated through FLOOPS-based simulations, Kann should be very large, insuring that these 
criteria are met.)  
The present case of diffusion of oxygen entering the bulk from the gas phase through 
the surface is a little bit different.  Although a step function in isotopic oxygen concentration 
does exist, the step is at the surface of the sample.  In addition, at the surface there is a 
constant flux of atoms entering the bulk.  For this reason, it became necessary re-derive the 
solution. 
 
3.3  Derivation for Titanium Dioxide 
The following description entails the derivation of the value Cs(x,t) for a step profile with 
an incoming constant flux, A, at the surface.    The value of A can be determined from the 
Langmuir isotherm and the formation energy of an interstitial at the surface, and is a function 
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of both temperature and pressure. To derive the formula for concentration of mobile species 
the equations below were solved: 
   
∂CM
∂t
= DM∇
2CM − Kann CM + Kgen CS    (3.18) 
 
∂ CM+CS  
∂t
= DM∇
2CM  (3.19) 
These equations are non-demensionalized by including 𝛉=Kgent and ξ=x/λ.  Also, as the 
concentration of mobile species should be much smaller than the concentration in 
substitutional sites, the assumption ∂CM/∂t≈0 is valid.    
 0 =
DM
λ2
CM
∂2ξ
2
− Kann CM + Kgen CS    (3.18) 
 Kgen
∂CS
∂θ
=
DM
λ2
CM
∂2ξ
2
 (3.19) 
In addition the following boundary conditions are present: 
    SC x,0 x  (3.20) 
 -Dsurf 
 
M
surf
C
B / D
x 0, t

 

 (3.21) 
In the above, B is equal to the coverage per area of atoms times the ksurf (units of s-1) divided 
by the total atoms on the surface.   In order to non-demensionalize, A is introduced, where A is 
equal to -B/Dsurf.  Combining these and taking the Laplace transform of equations 3.18 and 3.19 
with respect to x the following equations are developed: 
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 CM ∗ (p
2 − 1)− A + CM +
Kgen
Kann
∗ CS = 0 (3.22) 
 
∂CS 
∂θ
−
Kann
Kgen
p2CM + A = 0 (3.23) 
Combining these yields: 
 
∂CS 
∂θ
+
p2
p2−1
CS −
Kann
Kgen
A  
p2
p2−1
 + A = 0 (3.24) 
This is a linear ODE, the solution to which is: 
CS (p,θ) =
Kann
Kgen
A− A  
p2−1
p2
 + A  
−Kann
Kgen
+
p2−1
p2
 e
−(
p2
p2−1
)θ
+ CS  p, 0 e
−(
p2
p2−1
)θ
    (3.25) 
 
The final term in this series is actually the Laplace transform of the case solved in 
Vaidyanathan’s PhD thesis5.  Therefore the inverse laplace transform term should be equal to 
his solution. The first two terms are easy to take the inverse laplace transform of.  One can 
solve the middle term (A  
−Kann
Kgen
+
p2−1
p2
 e
−(
p2
p2−1
)θ
), by using the convolution theory and then 
separation of variables, since 𝑒
−(
𝑝2
𝑝2−1
)𝜃
 is the Laplace transform of the expression in Cowern’s 
expression1.  Let’s call this middle term Q. The inverse Laplace transform becomes: 
CS ξ, θ =  
Kann
Kgen
− 1 Aδ ξ + Aξ −  Pn θ fn ξ 
∞
n=0 + Q(ξ, θ) (3.26) 
The inverse Laplace transform of Q is:  
             
ξ
ann
n n n n n n
n 0 n 0 n 0gen 0
K
Q ξ A A P θ h ξ A P θ f t dt ξA P θ f ξ
K
  
  
   
           
                  (3.27)  
Pn(𝛉)  is defined as: 
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 n
nP (θ)=θ exp(-θ)/n!  (3.28) 
 hn(ξ) is the series solution from Cowern et al
1: 
 

 n n
n=0
s(ξ,θ)= P (θ)h (ξ)  (3.29) 
 n=0h (ξ)= (ξ)  (3.30) 
 
   
 
 

kn-1
k
n>0 2n-1
k=0
2 2e 2
h (ξ>0)= ξ
2 ! 1
n k
k n
 (3.31) 
fn(ξ) is the series solution from Vaidyanathan
5: 
 

 n n
n=0
s(ξ,θ)= P (θ)f (ξ)  (3.32) 
 n=0f (ξ)=H(ξ)  (3.33) 
  
n-1 k
2n-1 k 2n-2-k l
n>0 n-1
k=0 l=0
f (ξ>0)=1/2 2 C (2-exp(-ξ) ξ /l!)  (3.34) 
 
One only need to account for the first two terms of the series expansion these are shown below 
where gn is the integral of fn.  
0P =0  (3.35) 
-θ
1P =θe  (3.36) 
0f =H(ξ)  (3.37) 
ξ
1f =0.5e  (3.38) 
0g =ξH(ξ)  (3.39) 
ξ
1g =0.5e  (3.40) 
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0h =δ(ξ)  (3.41) 
-ξ
1h =0.5e  (3.42) 
As 𝛉<<1, P1 becomes  𝛉.  Plugging in for these values, the solution becomes: 
  ξ -ξ ann
gen
Kθ θ θ θ θ θ
s ξ,θ =Aξ 1+ +e -A +e A -A +A
2 2 2 2 K 2 2
    
           
 (3.43) 
Since A𝛉 is very small, this equation is approximately: 
  ξ
θ
s ξ,θ =Aξ+e
2
 
 
 
 (3.44) 
As long as Kgen is larger than A, the Aξ term can be dropped from the equation.  At the surface, 
A is equal to the rate of formation of interstitials at the surface.  At 800˚C, the value for A, 
should be smaller than Kgen*t.. This assumption, however, does still lead to a small amount of 
error in the values of both Kgen and λ.  The solution to Cs (x,t) becomes: 
  S min gen
max min
C (x,t)-C
ln =ln s(x,t) =ln(K t/2)+x/λ
C -C
 
 
 
 (3.45) 
The slope of a semi-logarithmic plot of normalized concentration, s, versus depth, x, will have a 
slope of 1/λ and an intercept of ln(Kgent/2).    
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CHAPTER 4:  SYSTEMS-BASED MODELING OF OXYGEN DIFFUSION IN TITANIUM DIOXIDE 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 Isotopic oxygen diffusion involves a complex reaction network with multiple types of 
defects and a variety of elementary kinetic steps.  Defects are created and destroyed within the 
lattice as well as at the surface.  The rate constants for many of the elementary steps are 
difficult to measure directly, and so that some have no reported values at all while others have 
reported values that differ widely.  Modeling in a systems-based framework allows for the 
estimation of individual diffusion coefficients and reaction rate constants in a non-arbitrary 
way.  The modeling can also be used to optimize experimental design.  The particular model 
chosen here was a continuum model.  This model allows for a more involved mechanism than 
the model discussed in Chapter 3, however due to the number of rate steps used, some 
parameters need to be estimated.   
Simulations were implemented with the software package FLOOPS (Florida Object 
Oriented Process Simulator, by Al Tasch of the University of Texas and Mark Law of the 
University of Florida).  The simulator was adapted from previous versions developed to model 
boron in silicon.    FLOOPS permits the input of boundary conditions, type and concentration of 
species, electrical properties of the material, diffusion equations for species in the model, and 
reaction mechanisms1.  The program then takes the conditions of the experiment and outputs 
a simulated profile.  The model involves a variety of parameters including reaction and 
diffusion activation energies.  Due to the scatter in the parameter values from literature, the 
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values were chosen through Maximum Likelihood estimation2 as discussed in Chapter 2.  Also, 
there were some parameters which had not been reported in literature.  By modeling 
experimental profiles, we were able to tweak the parameters generated through the 
experiment to calculate more exact parameters for the most sensitive values.       
 
4.2 Model 
4.2.1 General Model 
The model uses continuum equations to describe the reaction and diffusion of various 
defects. These equations have the general form for species i, 
 
i i
i
C J
= - +G
t x
 
 
                   (4.1)                                                                              
where Ci, Ji, and Gi denote concentration, flux, and net generation rate of species i, respectively.   
The diffusing species are oxygen interstitials and oxygen vacancies (+2 charge).  As the charge 
state of oxygen interstitials was unknown, oxygen interstitials were assumed to be neutral. The 
flux Ji comprises terms due to both Fickian diffusion and electric drift motion, 
 
( )ii i i i i
C
J D C x
x
  

  

        (4.2)                                                                        
where μ was the mobility of diffusing species calculated by the Einstein equation, and γi is the 
net charge of species i, which was the sum of all possible charge states, zj weighted by the 
corresponding fraction, 
jz
 : 
 
ji j z
j
z                                         (4.3)                                                                    
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In the case of oxygen vacancies, however 
jz
  is simply one for oxygen vacancies.  The 
electric field (ξ) was obtained by the solution of Poisson’s equation, with a charge density (ρ) 
incorporating terms due to the concentrations of electrons, holes, charged defects and 
background doping: 
 
( ) ( )dE x x
dx


                       (4.4)                                                                                
Fermi level pinning as not applied in this case, in an attempt to keep the number of unknowns 
to a minimum. Values for the parameters used in the model are included in Appendix 5.  In 
addition, Appendix A.5 shows the model developed for the diffusion of oxygen interstitials in 
titanium dioxide. 
 
4.2.2 Reactions Incorporated into Model 
The net generation term Gi incorporated terms due to reactions of the defects. The 
reactions included are shown below: 
 
7
8
k
lattice int vac
k
O O +O   (4.5) 
 
ex
ex
k
int lattice int lattice
k
O +O O +O   (4.6) 
Rate constants dominated by diffusion are: 
 vac8 O O
k =4πD a
 (4.7)
 
where a is the capture radius (aTi =2.95e-8 m, aO =2.78e-8 m.)  
The rate constants defined by kinetics are: 
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 7
7
-E
k =Aexp( )
kT
  (4.8) 
 ex
ex
-E
k =Aexp( )
kT
 (4.9)  
 
The total reaction rates for each species are then: 
 
lattice vac 18 O 18 Olattice int lattice lintO O
int lattice
O 7 O 8 O O ex exG =-k C +k C C -/+k C C +/-k C C  (4.10) 
 
int vac 18 O 18 Olattice int lattice lintO O
int lattice
O 7 O 8 O O ex exG =k C -k C C -/+k C C +/-k C C  (4.11) 
 
vac vaclattice int
O 7 O 8 O OG =k C -k C C  (4.12) 
Eex is unknown but was estimated from the value for ZnO.  E7 was estimated from equilibrium 
energy determined in Chapter 2.  The diffusing species are oxygen interstitials and oxygen 
vacancies.  The determination of their diffusivities is discussed in Chapter 2. 
 
4.2.3 Surface Condition 
Oxygen is adsorbed on the surface in a Langmuir dissociative adsorption/desorption 
isotherm as assumed in literature3. 
 
O
O
bP
θ=
1+ bP
 
 
 
 
 (4.12) 
 
ads
ads
E
b=k exp( )
kT
 (4.13) 
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The starting value for Eads, the difference between the desorption and adsorption energy,    was 
taken from the literature3.  Oxygen from the surface enters the bulk as an interstitial through 
the reaction: 

ki
ko
k
ads intk
O O  (4.14) 
The value for the EKi and Eko is unknown.  Due to the difficulties involved in separating out kki 
and kko the equilibrium value Ksurf, was calculated instead.   To the author’s knowledge this is the 
first time this has rate has been measured in this manner for any semiconductor. 
 
4.3  Parameter Sensitivity Analysis 
Parameter sensitivity analysis4 is a method in which the user varies each of the 
parameters independently by a constant percent, and sees how the variation affects the output 
of the model.  The effects for each output variable are calculated, and then the effects for the 
whole profile are summed up to find an overall difference.  The method allows one to 
determine systematically which parameters influence the model outputs the most, and hence 
which elementary steps influence the overall diffusion behavior the most.  In fast-intermediate 
dominated diffusion, the defining characteristics of the resultant normalized concentration 
profiles are the slope and intercept of the plot on a semilog graph as discussed in Chapter 3.  
Parameter sensitivity coefficients were calculated for the sensitivity of activation energies on 
the slope using the equation: 
 
 C, 10% C, 10% i
slope
i Ci
m m x
PS abs( )
2(0.1x )m
 
  (4.15) 
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In the above equation, 
C, 10%m   and C, 10%m  represent the slope of the normalized 
concentration profile for a data set were a parameter has been increased and decreased 
(respectively) by 10 percent.  For pre-exponential factors, the parameter sensitivity was 
calculated as a function of how the slope on a semilog plot responded to a 10% change in the 
base 10 log of the parameter, according to the relationship: 
 
 C, 10% C, 10% i)
slope
i Ci
m m log(x
PS abs( )
2(0.1log(x ))m
 
  (4.16) 
For the intercept the sensitivity coefficient for the activation energies was calculated 
using the equation: 
 
 C, 10% C, 10% i
slope
i Ci
b b x
PS abs( )
2(0.1x )b
 
  (4.17) 
Where C, 10%b   and C, 10%b   represent the slope of the normalized concentration profile 
on a semilog plot for a data set were a parameter has been increased and decreased 
(respectively) by 10 percent.  The sensitivity coefficient for the pre-exponential factors was 
calculated using equation 4.18: 
 
 C, 10% C, 10% i)
slope
i Ci
b b log(x
PS abs( )
2(0.1log(x ))b
 
  (4.18) 
The MATLAB code used for calculating the sensitivity coefficients is included in Appendix 6 for 
reference.   Sensitivity coefficients were calculated at four combinations of pressure and 
temperature (high and low values for each) and are shown for each parameter under different 
conditions in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.  kads was not varied in the experiment, because an effect in kads 
should show up in ksurf, making it difficult to separate the two numbers. 
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Table 4.1: Sensitivity coefficients for sensitivity of the slope (on a semilog plot) to each 
parameter in the system at different temperatures and oxygen pressures. 
 Sensitivity Coefficients 
for 1×10-4 Torr 
Sensitivity Coefficients 
for 1×10-6 Torr 
Parameter 650˚C 750˚C 650˚C 750˚C 
E7 1.98x10
-3 3.01x10-3 2.42x10-3 2.45x10-3 
Eads 1.16 0.525 1.48 0.812 
Ediff,Oi 1.80 4.12 1.80 2.66 
Ediff,Ovac 8.16x10
-4 2.14x10-4 1.23x10-3 9.85x10-5 
Eex 8.81x10
-5 2.70x10-8 5.11x10-5 4.12x10-5 
Esurf 1.51 0.691 1.92 1.06 
Kdiff,Oi 1.31 2.57 0.329 2.29 
kdiff,Ovac 1.62x10
-3 2.11x10-3 2.52x10-4 6.35x10-4 
ksurf 16.6 2.66 19.8 3.37 
 
 The prefactors and activation energies for adsorption at surface and then formation of 
interstitials at the surface, as well as the prefactors and activation energies for the diffusivity of 
oxygen interstitial diffusion are the most influential on the resultant lambda (or inverse of the 
slope).  This indicates that lambda is related to the concentration of total species within the 
bulk as created at the surface.  An interesting phenomenon occurs at lower temperatures.  At 
these temperatures, the pre-factors become more influential than the activation energies on 
the value of lambda.    In addition, at low temperatures the surface parameters become more 
influential than the diffusivity of oxygen interstitials. The sensitivity coefficients do not change 
appreciably with oxygen pressure. 
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Table 4.2: Sensitivity coefficients for sensitivity of the intercept (on a semilog plot) to each 
parameter in the system at different temperatures and oxygen pressures. 
 Sensitivity Coefficients 
for 1×10-4 Torr 
Sensitivity Coefficients 
for 1×10-6 Torr 
Parameter 650˚C 750˚C 650˚C 750˚C 
E7 2.58x10
-2 4.34x10-3 1.72x10-2 1.23x10-2 
Eads 12.7 2.02 9.53 3.67 
Ediff,Oi 27.1 1.38 13.5 2.80 
Ediff,Ovac 1.06x10
-2 1.88x10-4 8.73x10-3 5.61x10-4 
Eex 1.16x10
-3 2.49x10-8 3.70x10-4 1.82x10-4 
Esurf 16.6 2.65 12.4 4.77 
Kdiff,Oi 45.0 5.63 27.8 7.77 
kdiff,Ovac 1.88x10
-2 1.77x10-3 1.78x10-3 3.29x10-3 
ksurf 196 29.9 138 48.8 
 
The intercept (which is related to Kgen) was influenced the most heavily by the pre-
exponential factor of the interstitial creation step at the surface.  In addition, the value for Kgen 
was also influenced by the values for the pre-exponential factor and activation energy of 
oxygen interstitial diffusion as well as the activation energies of adsorption at the surface and 
injection into the bulk from the surface.  Similarily to the slope, the intercept was affected more 
by pre-exponential factors at lower temperatures, and equally by pre-exponential factors and 
activation energies at higher temperatures.  Not much difference was seen due to pressure.  
  
4.4  Other Models 
4.4.1 Alternative Models for Oxygen Diffusion into Titanium Dioxide 
 In addition to the model for oxygen interstitial diffusion, two other mechanisms were 
explored for the diffusion of titanium dioxide.  These mechanisms were developed from 
studying the possibilities for fast diffusion discussed in Chapter 3.  The first mechanism involved 
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oxygen interstitials combining with titanium vacancies and diffusing through the crystal as a 
single unit.  The second mechanism involved titanium interstitials binding to oxygen interstitials 
and diffusing throughout the bulk as a dimer cluster.  
 
4.4.2 (Oint-Tivac) Model 
The model for diffusion of oxygen interstitials/ titanium vacancy pairs diffusing as a 
cluster was similar in many respects to the model for oxygen interstitials, with a few key 
differences.  First of all, titanium defects needed to be included in the model.  It became 
necessary to include the formation reactions for titanium interstitials and vacancies, as well as 
their diffusivities.  In addition, a reaction for the formation of the complex was added to the 
model.  Finally, the diffusion of this complex needed to be incorporated into the model.  All of 
the reactions included in the model are shown below: 
 
1
2
k
lattice int vac
k
Ti Ti +Ti  (4.21) 
 15kvac int vac intTi +O (Ti O )  (4.22) 
 
ex
ex
k
int lattice int lattice
k
O +O O +O  (4.23) 
 
7
8
k
lattice int vac
k
O O +O  (4.24) 
Rate constants dominated by diffusion are: 
 
int15 O O
k =4πD a  (4.25) 
 
vac8 O O
k =4πD a  (4.26) 
 
vac2 Ti Ti
k =4πD a  (4.27) 
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where a is the capture radius (aTi =2.95e-8 m, aO =2.78e-8 m.)  
The rate constants defined by kinetics are 
 1
1
-E
k =Aexp( )
kT
 (4.28) 
 7
7
-E
k =Aexp( )
kT
 (4.29) 
 ex
ex
-E
k =Aexp( )
kT
 (4.30) 
The total reaction rates for each species are then: 
lattice vac 18 O 18 Olattice int lattice lintO O
int lattice
O 7 O 8 O O ex exG =-k C +k C C -/+k C C +/-k C C  (4.31) 
int vac 18 O 18 O vaclattice int lattice intO O O
int lattice int
O 7 O 8 O O ex ex 15 TiG =k C -k C C -/+k C C +/-k C C -k C C  (4.32) 
vac vaclattice int
O 7 O 8 O OG =k C -k C C  (4.33) 
vac vac vaclattice int int
Ti 1 Ti 2 Ti Ti 15 O TiG =k C -k C C -k C C  (4.34) 
vac i vacint
Ti O 15 O TiG =k C C  (4.35) 
int vaclattice int
Ti 1 Ti 2 Ti TiG =k C -k C C  (4.36) 
lattice vaclattice int
Ti 1 Ti 2 Ti TiG =-k C +k C C  (4.37) 
The value used for the diffusion coefficient of the mobile species was our experimentally 
determined effective diffusivity, as it was the best estimate available.  The entire FLOOPS-based 
model is included in the Appendix A.7. 
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4.4.3 (Oint-Tiint) Model 
Similarly to the titanium vacancy/ oxygen interstitial model, the oxygen 
interstitial/titanium interstitial model required the incorporation of titanium atoms into the 
model.  It also required a diffusivity for the dimer cluster and a formation rate for this cluster.  
The included reactions are:  
 
1
2
k
lattice int vac
k
Ti Ti +Ti  (4.38) 
 16k
int int int intTi +O (Ti O )  (4.39) 
 
ex
ex
k
int lattice int lattice
k
O +O O +O  (4.40) 
 
7
8
k
lattice int vac
k
O O +O  (4.41) 
Rate constants dominated by diffusion are:  
 
int16 O O
k =4πD a  (4.42) 
 
vac8 O O
k =4πD a  (4.43) 
 
vac2 Ti Ti
k =4πD a  (4.44) 
The rate constants defined by kinetics are the same as in the titanium vacancy/ oxygen 
interstitial model.  The total reaction rates for each species become: 
lattice vac 18 O 18 Olattice int lattice lintO O
int lattice
O 7 O 8 O O ex exG =-k C +k C C -/+k C C +/-k C C  (4.45) 
vac vaclattice int
Ti 1 Ti 2 Ti TiG =k C -k C C  (4.46) 
vac vaclattice int
O 7 O 8 O OG =k C -k C C  (4.47) 
int int intint
Ti O 16 O TiG =k C C  (4.48) 
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lattice vaclattice int
Ti 1 Ti 2 Ti TiG =-k C +k C C  (4.49) 
int vac intlattice int int
Ti 1 Ti 2 Ti Ti 16 O TiG =k C -k C C -k C C  (4.50) 
Once again the diffusivity from experiments was used as a starting point for the diffusivity of 
the mobile species.  The FLOOPS code for this model is shown in the appendix. 
 
4.4.4 Model Discrimination  
 Parameter sensitivity analysis on the two dimer models was conducted.  In all cases, the 
models were sensitive to the same parameters (the surface adsorption energy, formation 
energy of an interstitial at the surface, and the diffusivity of oxygen interstitials.)  In addition, 
the resultant 18O profiles from the dimer models were compared to the interstitial model.  In all 
of the models, the resultant profiles were the same.  Upon closer analysis of the defect 
concentrations, it was observed there was not a significant concentration of the dimer clusters 
being formed, because the formation activation energies for titanium defects were larger than 
for the oxygen defects.  Based on these computations, there is no reason to believe that oxygen 
would prefer to diffuse throughout the bulk with a titanium defect.  The preferred mechanism 
appears to be oxygen interstitial diffusion.  
 
4.5 Parameter Estimation Method 
4.5.1 Parameter Estimation by Least Squares Analysis 
 In order to estimate the parameters, a rigorous mathematical method similar to the one 
used by Rusli et al.5 was employed.  First, the model outputs were optimized based on the 
activation energies for adsorption, defect creation at the surface, and diffusivity of oxygen 
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interstitials.  Initial guesses for the most sensitive parameters were determined.  These 
parameters were varied up and down.  Model outputs were generated for each set of 
conditions at each combination of these three parameters for every temperature and pressure 
that an experiment was performed at.  The error was then found between the model output 
and each experiment.  A contour plot allowed the minimum sum of square errors to be easy to 
spot.  The minimum parameters were selected as the next set of parameters, which were 
varied up and down again. Cycles were continued until the error did not vary significantly.  After 
the computations converged on a parameter for each of these iterations, the iterations were 
repeated again to find the optimum values for ksurf and kOdiff.  Finally, these parameters were 
used to insure that the best values for the activation energies were still valid. 
 
4.5.2  Estimation of Error in Experimental Profiles 
 In order to calculate the computational error, the amount of experimental error was 
factored into the estimate.    For each sample, three different SIMS depth profiles at different 
locations on the surface were employed.  The normalized error between these profiles was first 
calculated using the relationship: 
 
N 2
K mean2 K 1
N 2
meanK 1
(C C )1
σ
N 1 (C )







 (4.51) 
The error for each data point K was plotted versus depth x.  From the plot, experiments with 
similar error were grouped together.  Ck is the concentration of data point k, n is the number of 
experiments, and Cmean is the average concentration. The error (σ
2) for these experiments as a 
group was then calculated using the equation: 
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 (5.52) 
The error for each group was calculated as a function of x.   More details on the error as  
function of x and the plots used to calculate it are included in the appendix.   
 
4.5.3  Minimizing Error to Optimize Parameter Estimation 
Computations were conducted for each set of temperature and pressure conditions 
using parameters for Esurf and EO,diff that were previously optimized.  In addition, computations 
were done for parameters that were 10% more, 5% more, 5% less and 10% less than the 
previously optimized parameters.   Next the error for the total system was calculated for each 
of the parameters.  This was done using the equation shown below, where the standard 
deviation is a function of x that is different for different sets of experiments. 
 
run x
k kN N 2
expt,K model2
K=1 x expt
1
WSSE= C -C
σ
 (4.53) 
The errors for each combination of parameters were plotted on a contour plot.  Figure 
4.1 shows a sample contour plot.  From these, one was able to find out where the least amount 
of error was present.   The combination of values with the least amount of total error was then 
chosen, and a cycle was repeated with a change in the parameters of of +/- 0.1 eV around this 
area to confirm the most accurate parameters, to make sure the point was not just a local 
minimum. 
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 Figure 4.1 Example contour plot for error fitting. 
 
4.5.4  Calculation of Uncertainty Values 
 Uncertainty values were calculated using a method described in literature5.  This 
method involved linearizing the model with respect to the varied parameters.  The value for 
uncertainty ends up being: 
 
i 1-κ/2 d x x,iiΔx =t (n -N ) V  (4.54) 
Where Δx is the uncertainty in parameter x, 1-κ/2 d xt (n -N ) is the t-statistic value for the nd 
data points, and Nx parameters.  Vx,ii is the value for the covariance of the i,ith element in the 
covariance matrix.  A Matlab code used to calculate the uncertainty is included in the appendix.   
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4.6 Results 
 Figure 4.2 shows an example of the resultant fit for profiles using the optimized 
parameters.  Results of the values for each parameter are shown in Table 4.3.  
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of sample experimental profile to computational profile.  This is a 
sample at 5×10
-6
 Torr of oxygen, annealed for 90 minutes at 750 ˚C 
 
Table 4.3: Resultant values for parameters in model with clean surface. 
Parameter  Value 
kOi,diff  6.13×10
-4±0.77 atoms/cm2 
EOi,diff 0.8±0.16 eV 
ksurf 1×10
14±1.6 
Esurf 2.25±0.13 eV 
Eads 0.4±0.18 eV 
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The diffusivity values for the diffusion of an oxygen interstitial were indeed very low as 
was predicted by the fast moving intermediate model.  Hossain et al. reported a dissociative 
adsorption enthalpy  (Eads) for diatomic oxygen of 1.3eV on rutile (110)3.  The value here was 
much lower, but could be a result of the high-coverage conditions of our study.  Enthalpies of 
adsorption often decrease with increasing coverage.  
 
4.7 Conclusion 
 A model has been developed that fits the experiments well.  Modeling has allowed the 
estimation of values for oxygen interstitial diffusivity, which has never before been reported for 
these conditions.  In addition a value for the adsorption energy has been determined.  A kinetic 
rate constant for the formation of an interstitial from an atom on the surface has been 
measured for the first time.  The activation energy for this step of 2.25 eV is on the low side of 
the range of formation energies typically reported for for bulk defect formation (Chapter 2).  
However, a relatively low value is consistent with our basic hypothesis that defect formation is 
easier at a surface than within the bulk because fewer bonds typically require disruption for the 
surface formation mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 5:  EFFECT OF SURFACE CHEMISTRY ON OXYGEN DEFECTS IN TITANIUM DIOXIDE 
5.1 Introduction 
 The consensus of past literature is that oxygen diffuses in titanium dioxide via a vacancy 
mechanism.  Oxygen vacancies are widely accepted to be the majority oxygen-related native 
defect in rutile (and under many conditions the majority defect overall), so it would not be 
illogical for the O vacancy to mediate most of the diffusive flux of oxygen atoms. Furthermore, 
an experimental SIMS study by Arita et al. of oxygen isotope diffusion in rutile has given further 
evidence for the vacancy mechanism1.  The rutile crystal (110) was annealed in of 52 Torr 
oxygen, at 1180 ˚C, for 5.2 hours.  In addition, the samples were pre-annealed in air prior to the 
anneal, which implies that contaminants from the air could have deposited on the surface.  An 
example profile is shown in Figure 5.1. The shape is consistent with the complimentary error 
function that is expected from a vacancy driven diffusion mechanism.   Importantly, the shape 
is closer to a complementary error function than a simple exponential, which would indicate 
diffusion via a fast intermediate.  In particular, the Arita profile at shallow depths (0.2-0.4 m) 
is approximately linear and even exhibits a bit of convexity on this linear vertical scale.  Profile 
convexity is much more evident on a logarithmic scale, as is characteristic of the 
complementary error function.  
Little attention has been paid to how the free surface or its chemical state contributes 
to the formation of oxygen interstitials.  In particular, there has been no measurement of 
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oxygen diffusion under high vacuum conditions, while monitoring that the surface was clean 
and free from adsorbates.  
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Figure 5.1:  Oxygen diffusion in titanium dioxide observed by Arita et al.
1
 
 
Past work in this laboratory on the semiconductor silicon has shown that changing the 
concentration of a tightly bonded adsorbate (nitrogen) on the surface offers control over the 
spreading of a profile of isotopically labeled Si2.  Effects of surface adsorption condition were 
observed for both the implanted profile of 30Si into 28Si, creating an interstitial super-saturated 
substrate, and for a deposited heterojunction of 30Si on 28Si which was heated to be 
undersaturated in interstitials.  The adsorbate on the surface controlled the defect 
concentration by controlling the rate of defect annihilation at the surface from a defect-
abundant substrate or the rate of defect generation at the surface from a defect-deficient 
substrate.  
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Figure 5.2:  Schematic illustrating the effect of adsorbates on the creation of interstitials. 
Most relevant for the present work was the case of undersaturation.  In this case, a 
layer of 28Si- rich silicon was grown on top of natural silicon which has a higher concentration of 
30Si.  This configuration yielded a step change in the concentration of 30Si.  The silicon was 
grown at a lower temperature than the annealing temperature, so that when it was annealed, 
it was undersaturated in interstitials.  The surface was covered with the desired amount of 
nitrogen, and then the sample was annealed.  During the annealing process the surface served 
as a source of interstitials.  The resultant profiling spreading3 proved to be less when the 
surface coverage was higher, showing that adsorption reduces the degree to which the surface 
generates interstitials.  In addition, prior to this work, there was debate in literature as to 
whether silicon diffusion was mediated by vacancies or interstitials.  As vacancy diffusion is a 
single step process, the exponential tail shaped depth profiles proved that with the clean 
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surface, diffusion had to be mediated by interstitial. For the bulk, both mechanisms might still 
operate3. 
 
Figure 5.3: Silicon 30 profile spreading due to surface generation of interstitials for various 
adsorbate coverages observed by Kapil Dev4.  
 
 Based on the research done in silicon, this work set out to determine whether 
analogous effects operate for oxygen defects in rutile titanium dioxide.  Initially studies done 
by Ramakrishnan Vaidyanathan, suggested that such an effect might exist3.   In order to 
confirm and better characterize the surface pathway, it was necessary to find an adsorbate 
that could controllably adsorb onto the surface to saturate dangling bonds and thereby block 
the formation of oxygen defects from the surface.       
Elemental sulfur was chosen due to its ability to replace surface oxygen atoms on rutile 
TiO2
5
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temperatures of interest.    Even at high temperatures of 800˚C, the sulfur coverage should be 
about 0.1 ML6.  Hebenstreit et al.6 found that sulfur adsorbs on titanium, and then fills in-plane 
surface oxygen atoms at high temperatures.  At lower temperatures it binds to bridging 
vacancies.  They also found that from 600 to 800˚C the concentration of sulfur at the surface is 
constant at about 0.1 ML. While numbers are small, the previous silicon work showed that 
even coverages of 0.01 ML made a large difference in the profile spreading as shown in Figure 
5.3.  One concern with sulfur is that it could diffuse into the bulk, however most literature 
agrees that if sulfur diffuses into the bulk at all, the penetration is only a couple atomic layers 
because it is not energetically favorable for the sulfur to exchange with the oxygen within the 
bulk7.  Although diffusion of sulfur in titanium dioxide has been observed, it was only observed 
in cases where the sulfur was actually implanted in the titania.   
 
5.2 Experimental 
5.2.1 Experimental Apparatus 
 Samples were annealed in a high vacuum chamber (base pressure 5×10-8 Torr) under a 
background pressure (2×10-4 to 1×10-7 Torr) of isotopically labeled oxygen 18 (97% isotopically 
pure, 99.99% chemically pure).  A leak valve allowed for precise control of the oxygen pressure.  
Also, a mass spectrometer was present to ensure that the measured pressure was indeed 
mostly oxygen 18.  Due to the high electrical resistivity of titanium dioxide, the sample was 
heated resistively by passing current through a silicon backing sample.  After the sample was 
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annealed, the profile was measured ex situ with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS). 
Figure 5.4 shows an illustration of the apparatus. 
 
Figure 5.4: Schematic of high vacuum apparatus. 
 
 A second vacuum chamber with the same base pressure was also equipped with an 
Auger Electron Spectrometer and an electrochemical sulfur gun for studying the effects of 
sulfur.  During the experiments, the samples were first annealed in a background of 16O2 having 
the same pressure as the desired pressure of isotopic oxygen, and the same temperature.  An 
equilibration time of 6 hours was chosen for each sample.  At this time, all of the defects 
except for titanium vacancies reached a full equilibrium.  The titanium vacancies diffuse so 
slowly, they remain bystanders during both equilibration and subsequent isotopic annealing8.  
Using the effective diffusivity found in these experiments, oxygen should diffuse into the 
sample deep enough for our profiles within 3 hours at a temperature of 750 degrees C. The 
calculations were done using the equation 2
eff
t= x 4D   where x was estimated at 400 nm.   
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Following the pre-annealing step the sample was cooled down while the oxygen gas lines were 
pumped down, and then the sample was annealed in 18O2 for 30 to 120 minutes (most 
commonly 90 minutes.)   
 During early experiments, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) showed that silicon 
was present in concentrations as high as the titanium concentrations in some of the titania 
samples, and diffused in for up to 20 nanometers.  Most likely this occurred because the silicon 
backing plate formed gaseous SiO when it was exposed to oxygen during equilibration and 
annealing.  The SiO then reacted with the surface of the titania to form a titanium/silicon oxide 
mixture.  To suppress the reaction between the silicon and oxygen, silicon backing plates were 
oxidized in an oxidation furnace at 950˚C for 60 minutes.  This allowed about 30 nm SiO2 to 
form.  SiO2 is inert when exposed to oxygen, and this procedure successfully eliminated Si from 
the annealed TiO2. 
 
5.2.2   Choice of Experimental Conditions 
 Initially, conditions were chosen based on which conditions would lead to the formation 
of enough defects to contribute to the diffusion.  This was done through use of the equilibrium 
constants calculated in Chapter 2.  Next, it was necessary to work within the constraints of 
experimental limitations.  With the resistive heating setup, it was difficult to heat the titania 
above 825˚C.  Above this temperature the silicon backing sample melted.  Below 600˚C there 
was too little diffusion observe with SIMS.  Oxygen pressure was kept small to reduce the 
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amount of expensive 18O2 that was consumed.  The minimum value for the pressure of oxygen 
was constrained to about 1x10-6 Torr because at lower pressures, the sample mount out gassed 
too much to effectively control the oxygen pressure.  In addition our base pressure was 
typically around 5×10-8 Torr, and it was desireable to keep the operating pressure much higher 
than the base pressure.  Finally, too high of oxygen pressures caused corrosion within the 
chamber and could cause the leak valve to have bursts large enough to burn out the ion gauge 
filament. 
 
5.2.3 Sulfur Deposition 
 An electrochemical sulfur cell was built by Kyong Noh9 based on a design by Heegeman 
et al10. to deposit elemental sulfur on the surface of titanium dioxide.  A diagram of the sulfur 
cell used in this work isis shown in Figure 5.5.   The sulfur cell was heated to approximately 
100˚C with a voltage of 200 mV for 20 minutes.  The deposition of sulfur was verified via Auger 
Electron Spectroscopy (with retarding field optics) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy.  The 
resultant Auger plot is shown in Figure 5.6 with the KLL peak for sulfur.   The peak is shifted 
slightly, but that was most likely due to error in the instrument.  In addition, SIMS profiles of 
sulfur in the samples, showed a rise in the sulfur concentration only in the first 5 nanometers in 
a portion of the samples, after which it was the same for a sample that had not been covered 
in sulfur. 
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of electrochemical sulfur cell
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Figure 5.6: Auger Electron Spectroscopy plot showing a TiO2 sample covered by sulfur and 
one that is clean. 
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5.2.4 Sample Polishing and Preparation 
Rutile (110) samples were obtained from MTI Crystals Corp.  The samples were 0.5x1 cm 
and 1 mm thick.  They were yellow when received from the company and became blue grey 
after annealing.  The blue color indicates that the sample is reduced and titanium interstitials 
are present in higher proportions than oxygen vacancies.  The yellow samples have more 
oxygen vacancies11.  To facilitate reuse of expensive titania single-crystal samples multiple 
times, and to mitigate possible subsurface defects left over from mechanical polishing from the 
supplier, a combined mechanical-chemical polishing procedure was developed.  Samples were 
polished on a conventional polishing wheel for 60 minutes between each use. This polishing 
time was chosen to remove sufficient material to eliminate all traces of isotopic oxygen left 
over from prior diffusion runs.  The elimination was directly verified in control experiments that 
monitored the 18O SIMS concentration profiles before and after polishing. A Vel-Cloth polishing 
pad was used based on its compatibility with the alumina powder used in our laboratory.  
lumina powder from Allied Corp. was used for the polishing.  1 micrometer alumina powder 
was used for an initial, 60 min rough polish.  A 0.02 micrometer colloidal alumina was then used 
for a final polish.  The resultant rms surface roughness was 3-5 nm, which was comparable to 
the samples obtained from the titania supplier.  A ring stand was used to hold the sample in 
place during the polishing, and a weight was in place to hold the sample to the polishing wheel.  
Every 10 minutes the sample holder was rotated.  Also putting mulitiple samples in the acrylic 
holder led to uneven polishing from sample to sample.   
  The crystals were then chemically etched in concentrated H2SO4 at 150 ˚C for 20 
minutes, to remove any extended defects induced during the polishing step.  This time and 
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temperature was optimized by trial and error, to ensure that it etched off a layer of TiO2 at the 
surface, but was at a low enough temperature to avoid sulfur diffusing into the TiO2. The 
change in the concentration of 18O in the near-surface region before and after allowed one to 
gauge the depth of etching.   In addition, TiO2 powder dissolved completely in sulfuric acid 
under these conditions.   The etching was estimated to be approximately 50 nanometers which 
was twice the particle size of the finest polish, and hence large enough to go past any damage 
due to the polishing procedure.  Under these conditions, we saw no sulfur within the bulk in 
our SIMS profiles. Etching also removed any contaminants on the surface.  Next the samples 
were rinsed in deionized water, and then dried using nitrogen.   
For final cleaning, the samples were then put in an ultrasonic bath for 2 minutes in 
electronics-grade methanol.  Etching was done days before the samples were annealed, but a 
secondary methanol cleaning was done immediately before introducing the samples into the 
vacuum chamber.  They were then dried by slowly pulling the sample out of the liquid so that 
the surface tension pulled off most of the methanol.  Finally, they were dried with nitrogen 
flowing parallel to the surface to avoid leaving drying spots from surface tension on the 
surface, together with the associated residue. 
 
5.2.5 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) 
 Depth profiles of oxygen 18 were taken using a Phi Trift-III time-of-flight secondary ion 
mass spectrometry with a negative Cs source.  Initially, dynamic SIMS was utilized due to its 
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increased mass resolution, but this was soon abandoned due to issues with sample charging.  
Electron flooding was used, however on the Cameca SIMS it overcharged the sample due to the 
nature of dynamic SIMS.  The TOF SIMS is better equipped to deal with sample charging as it 
did not lead to a build up of negative charge.  10 seconds of charge compensation was used.  
The Cs sputtering beam’s ion energies were 100 nA and Au primary beam had ion energies of 
600pA.  One problem with profiling isotopic 18 oxygen is that it has almost the same mass as 
water, which is naturally present in the vacuum chamber.  Using long analyzing times, it was 
possible to mostly resolve the difference between water and oxygen as shown in Figure 5.7. 
Even so, raw SIMS signals exhibited a great deal of run-to-run and sample-to-sample 
variability, even for unannealed samples that should have yielded identical results.  Thus, extra 
precautions were taken to eliminate water in the chamber, and to reduce residual effects of it.  
First, the sample was pumped down to 2×10-7 Torr or less in the sample introduction chamber 
before being introduced to the main chamber, to minimize the water the main chamber was 
exposed to.  Next, the 18 oxygen depth profiles were monitored from a series of un-annealed 
samples, where the 18O concentration should be the same as the natural abundance (0.204 
percent.)  Un-annealed samples were monitored every time SIMS were done.  There was a lot 
of day-to-day variation in the resultant SIMS profiles, even from the same sample.  These 
experiments revealed a correlation between OH and 18O signals.  The OH signal seemed to 
scale in proportion with the amount of background water in the chamber, as did the 18O signal.  
Over a range of nearly an order of magnitude the two signals appeared to vary in proportion to 
each other.  Presumably the OH resulted from a direct reaction of water with the rutile surface, 
whereas the variation in 18O signal was due to a water- (or H-) induced change in the ion yield. 
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16O signals were also scaled with OH, but with a slightly different correlation factor.   Collection 
of a family of data for OH and 18O signals over several samples enabled the development of a 
phenomenological scaling factor that made all of the unannealed profiles have a 18O 
concentration within a factor of 2 of each other.  (Appendix A.3 shows this correlation.)  This 
correlation was then used to adjust all of the 18O profiles in the annealed profiles, assuming the 
error was the same in the annealed and un-annealed samples.     
Despite these protocols, it proved difficult to further eliminate the factor-of-two 
variation among profiles from run-to-run and sample-to-sample.  The underlying reasons for 
this variation are unknown.  To further reduce this apparently random variability, depth 
profiles were taken on each sample equally distributed across the sample, and their results 
were averaged together. 
 
Figure 5.7 Example of 18O/H2O resolution.  The shorter peak is H2O. 
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Analysis of Diffusion Profiles 
Under the annealing conditions employed in this study, depth profiles of isotopic 
oxygen in rutile typically showed an exponential shape beyond the first few nanometers, as 
shown in Figure 5.8.  The exponential shape manifests as a straight line in the semi-logarithmic 
vertical scale. This behavior was in contrast to the complementary error function shape seen 
previously by Arita et al1.  The maximum length of anneals done in this data set was two hours 
and the profiles were still exponential in shape, however at a longer times the profiles would 
presumably have resembled a complementary shaped error function.  Figure 5.9 shows 
resultant diffusivities computed through the method discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 5.8: Oxygen (18) concentration depth profiles for samples annealed in a background 
of 1×10
-5
 Torr 
18
O2 for 90 minutes.  The slight change in slope is an indicator of the change 
in λ.  The change in intercepts indicates a change in Kgen with temperature.  
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Figure 5.9: Effective diffusivity for isotopic oxygen in titanium dioxide in this study, and 
compared to literature values. 
 
From Figure 5.9, it is clear that not only does the diffusion profile of oxygen in the 
experiments with a clean surface look different; the effective diffusivity is about 20 times that 
of the literature.  The clean surface has opened up a new mechanism for oxygen diffusion, with 
an increased diffusion rate.  The effect is mainly on the pre-exponential factor; the activation 
energy does not appear to be substantially changed. 
 
5.3.2 Sulfur Coverage Studies 
  In addition to investigating the clean surface, surfaces with about a 0.1 ML coverage of 
sulfur were studied at 1×10-5 Torr of isotopic oxygen.  These profiles were still exponential in 
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shape.  Figure 5.10 shows an example of the difference between a sample with and without 
sulfur annealed at 800˚C,  1×10-5 Torr oxygen.  The same computations were used to calculate 
the effective diffusivity, the generation rate constant, and the average path the atoms travel in 
the lattice.  The values for the activation energies of each of these parameters, as well as the 
standard error are shown in Table 5.1.  The values for the activation energies are similar.  There 
is a slight decrease in the activation energy for diffusion, but it is within the uncertainty limits 
of the activation energy for the diffusivity on the clean surface.   
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Figure 5.10:   Comparison of the depth profile for a sample that was covered with sulfur 
and one that was not.  Both are at 800˚C, 1×10-5 Torr oxygen 
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Table 5.1:   Values for activation energy of Kgen, Deff, and λ for the surfaces covered and not 
covered by sulfur. 
  Kgen  Deff  λ 
With Sulfur 0.56±0.22 2.12±0.29 0.78±0.17 
Without Sulfur 0.43±0.34 2.38±0.24 0.98±0.14 
 
 
Results for the effective diffusivities are shown in Figure 5.11.  From this plot, it is clear that 
sulfur has reduced the amount of oxygen diffusion.  While the adsorption has not brought the 
value back down to that of the literature, 0.1 ML coverage of sulfur has been enough to 
saturate enough of the dangling bonds on the surface of titania to significantly reduce the 
amount of diffusion.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Effective diffusivity as a function of temperature for a titanium dioxide 
annealed at 1×10
-5
 Torr isotopic oxygen for 90 minutes.   
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 Plots of Kgen and λ are shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, respectively.  Interestingly, the 
sulfur coverage seems to make a larger difference in λ than in Kgen. By definition, Kgen is the rate 
of formation of the mobile species in the bulk.  For the case of oxygen entering the bulk from 
the surface, the bulk of the mobile isotopic oxygen is already in the form of the mobile species 
once it enters the bulk, making this case different from this laboratory’s earlier studies with 
isotopic heterostructures of silicon.  Also, as the change in lambda is primarily in the prefactor, 
it is unlikely to be due to a change in the activation energy for hopping rate or for Kann.     The 
change in the value of lambda might be explained by a shift in mechanism.  Chapter 6 will 
discuss the theory that the diffusion seen under the clean surface is most likely caused by a kick 
in/kick out mechanism.  Shifting towards a dissociative mechanism for defect generation and 
annihilation would change the rate constant for Kann, and hence could change lambda.  An 
increase in Kann, would appear as a decrease in λ.  The surface with sulfur coverage must be in a 
regime where a higher annihilation rate is present.  This could be an intermediate mechanism 
between the clean surface and the typical vacancy-mediated diffusion described in the 
literature.  A pressure dependent study for the sulfur covered surfaces could help identify the 
mechanism more clearly.   
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Figure 5.12: Rate constant for generation of the mobile species Kgen as a function of 
temperature for a titanium dioxide annealed at 1×10
-5
 Torr isotopic oxygen for 90 minutes.   
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 Figure 5.13: Mean path length  as a function of temperature for oxygen in titanium 
dioxide annealed at 1×10
-5
 Torr isotopic oxygen for 90 minutes.  Shown for both the clean 
and sulfur-covered surfaces. 
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5.3.3 Parameters for the Sulfur Covered Samples    
 Parameter estimation was done for the samples that had been exposed to sulfur, 
following the FLOOPS-based procedure outlined in Chapter 4.  Values for the resultant 
parameters are shown in Table 5.2.  The models were fit to a variety of temperatures.  One of 
the most notable differences when compared with the clean surface is the much larger value 
prefactor for adsorption when sulfur is present, and the smaller activation energy for an atom 
on the surface to become an interstitial.   This is most likely due to the sulfur on the surface.  
This could also reflect a change on the preferred sites for interstitial formation.  Another 
interesting effect was the much smaller activation energy for diffusion of oxygen interstitials. 
 
Table 5.2: Resultant values for parameters in model with covered surface. 
Parameter  Sulfur Covered Value Clean Surface Values 
kOi,diff 3.16×10
-10±6.3 atoms/cm2 6.13×10-4±0.77 atoms/cm2 
EOi,diff 1.9±0.52   eV 0.8±0.16 eV 
ksurf 1×10
18±2.2 1×1014±1.6 
Esurf 1.05±0.13    eV 2.25±0.13 eV 
Eads 0.3±0.23   eV 0.4±0.18 eV 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
An active surface or one free from dangling bonds, has opened up a new mechanism for 
oxygen diffusion in titanium dioxide.  Covering a surface of a clean titanium dioxide sample 
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with a 0.1 ML of sulfur prior to annealing in the oxygen ambient has been proven to reduce the 
diffusivity of the oxygen, proving that the effect was truly caused by cleaning the surface.  The 
sulfur acts as a model for contaminants that might naturally be on the surface of a sample at 
atmospheric pressure.  This research has the potential to allow for quicker injection of oxygen 
into titanium dioxide.   
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CHAPTER 6:   OXYGEN DIFFUSION DEPENDENCE ON PRESSURE 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 At temperatures where sufficient atomic mobility exists, metal oxide semiconductors such 
as titanium dioxide will equilibrate with the oxygen in the gas phase around them.   The 
oxygen partial pressure therefore appears in the thermal equilibrium equations for both the 
overall stoichiometry and the concentrations of the native defects. The concentrations of the 
native defects in turn govern the rates of oxygen exchange between the gas and the bulk 
through the free surface.  The effective diffusivity of oxygen within a metal oxide depends 
upon the concentration of oxygen defects responsible for the diffusion of the oxygen.    
Utilizing these equations, it is possible to determine the dependence of a given defect 
concentration on the oxygen pressure.  As the diffusivity is proportional to the defect 
concentration, the diffusivity depends upon oxygen pressure as well according to the relation: 
 
1
an
O O
E
D KP exp( )
kT
 
  6.1 
 Therefore, if n or the dependence of the diffusivity on pressure is measured, one can 
know exactly which defects are responsible for the oxygen diffusion.  For oxygen in titanium 
dioxide, if vacancies are the primary mediators of diffusion, then the diffusivity decrease with 
increasing pressure.  Millot et al. measured their n to be 8.111.  In contrast, interstitial 
diffusion would cause an increase in diffusivity with increasing oxygen pressure.  In order to 
understand the mechanism for oxygen diffusion in titanium dioxide the effects of oxygen 
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pressure on diffusivity were studied.   
 
6.2 Kroeger-Vink Model for Titanium Dioxide 
Undoped titanium dioxide is n-type due to the electron donating properties of the Ti 
interstitials and/or O vacancies that constitute the majority of native defects2.  Nevertheless, 
apart from regions of net space charge near surfaces or grain boundaries, the semiconductor 
bulk remains electrically neutral, and the stoichiometric expressions describing individual 
equilibrium reactions must obey rules for charge balance.  This neutrality establishes useful 
constraints on the expressions describing the equilibrium of native defects.  The equilibrium 
equations for the defects in titanium dioxide are:  
 OO ↔ VO
2+
 + 2e’ + ½O2  (6.2) 
 2OO + TiTi ↔ Tii
3+
 + 3e’ + O2 (6.3) 
2OO + TiTi ↔ Tii
4+
 + 4e’ + O2 (6.4) 
O2 ↔ VTi
’’’’
+ 4h
+
 + 2OO (6.5) 
nil ↔ e’ + h
+
 (6.6) 
From these relations, the concentrations of each defect can be calculated through the 
equations: 
   [VO
2+
] = K1n
-2
p(O2)
-½
  (6.7) 
   [Tii
3+
] = K2n
-3
p(O2)
-1  
(6.8) 
   [Tii
4+
] = K3n
-4
p(O2)
-1
  (6.9)  
   [VTi
’’’’
] = KSK1
-2
n
4
p(O2) = KFK3
-1
n
4
 p(O2)=K4n
4
p(O2)  (6.10) 
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   [Oi
x’
] = K4n
x
p(O2)  (6.11) 
 
One can typically assume that the majority of the conduction electrons in the 
semiconductor originate a single type of one electron donor.  However, the identity of the 
majority donor depends upon temperature and oxygen partial pressure. There are three types 
of primary electron donors that are discussed in literature for titanium dioxide.  These are 
titanium (3+) interstitials, titanium (4+) interstitials, and oxygen (2+) vacancies.  The general 
consensus is that at temperatures above 1700K and pressures between 7.6×10-9 and 760 Torr, 
the dominant defect donors are titanium (4+) interstitials3.  At lower temperatures, there is 
considerable debate about the dominant defects.  Nowotny et al. did conductivity experiments 
from 800-1050˚C, for oxygen pressures between 1 to 10-6 Torr, where they found that oxygen 
vacancies dominated.  At pressures less than 10-6 Torr, oxygen vacancies dominated, but were 
partially compensated by titanium vacancies3.  He et al. did DFT calculations, where they found 
that at temperatures between about 700 and 1000˚C , and pressures between 7.6×10-3 and 
7.6×10-13 Torr, oxygen vacancies dominate4.  At lower temperatures they found titanium 
vacancies dominated.  Kofstad found through thermogravimetric studies that at temperatures 
between 927 and 1200˚C, and pressures of 7.6×10-8 and 7.6×10-15 Torr, oxygen vacancies were 
the dominant defects5.  Blumenthal found through conductivity experiments that at 
temperatures between 900 and 1070˚C, and pressures from 7.6×10-12 to 7.6×10-16 Torr, titanium 
(3+) interstitials dominate6.  Lee et al. found that at pressures between 7.6×10-3 and 7.6×10-12 
Torr and temperatures between 900-1100˚C, titanium (3+) interstitials dominate7.  As the 
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majority of the literature indicates that oxygen vacancies are the dominant defects at the 
conditions in this study (650-830˚C , 10-6 to 10-4 Torr) the vacancies were assumed to dominate.  
 
Figure 6.1: Possible dominant defects at different conditions.  The blue square represents 
the conditions in this study. 
 
Based on the assumption that the assumption that oxygen vacancies are the primary 
electron donors, the concentration of electrons can be expressed as: 
 n=2[VO
2+]  (6.12) 
Combining equations 6.7 and 6.12 we have: 
   n = (2K1)
1/3p(O2)
-1/6  (6.13) 
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Also the dependence of oxygen defects on oxygen pressure is shown in Table 6.1.  As the 
charge state of oxygen interstitials are currently unknown, pressure dependences were 
calculated for multiple scenarios for the charge states. 
Table 6.1: Pressure dependences for various dominant defects 
Defect (or charge carrier) concentration Pressure dependence 
Conduction electrons  P(O2)
-1/6 
Oxygen vacancies  P(O2)
-1/6
 
Oxygen interstitials (-1)  P(O2)
1/3
 
Oxygen interstitials (-2)  P(O2)
1/6
 
Oxygen interstitials (0)  P(O2)
1/2
 
 
6.3 Possible Pressure Dependences 
Earlier members of this research group derived expressions for the effective first-order rate 
constant Kgen and Kann in terms of the fundamental rate constants and defect concentrations for 
the various types of defect creation and annihilation mechanisms discussed in Chapter 3.  In 
this work, the pressure dependence of Deff, Kgen, and λ were calculated for each mechanism in 
TiO2.   
Each of the expressions depends upon the concentrations of defects within the bulk.  
Based upon how these equilibrium constants depend upon the defect concentrations, it was 
possible to find values for the pressure dependence of Kgen, λ, and Deff for each mechanism as 
shown in Table 6.2 by utilizing the fact that: 
 2eff genD K λ  (6.14) 
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 M
ann
D
λ
K
  (6.15) 
  x in the table refers to the magnitude of the charge state for the oxygen interstitial 
(assuming the charge state is negative or zero.)  Note that for all mechanisms, there is a very 
specific prediction that either Kgen or  exhibits a pressure dependence, but not both 
parameters simultaneously.  Deff, on the other hand, always exhibits a dependence on oxygen 
pressure. 
 
Table 6.2: Oxygen pressure dependence of Deff, Kgen, and λ for possible diffusion 
mechanisms. 
Mechanism Deff P dep. Kgen P dep. Lambda P Dep. 
Kick in/Kick out interstitial mechanism 
P(O2)
(3-x)/6 P(O2)
(3-x)/6 None 
Dissociation interstitial mechanism 
P(O2)
1/6 None P(O2)
1/12 
Vacancy pair combination mechanism 
P(O2)
1/3 P(O2)
1/3 None 
Interstitial pair combination mechanism 
P(O2)
-1/3 or 
P(O2)
-1/2 
P(O2)
-1/3 or 
P(O2)
-1/2 
None 
Vacancy pair dissociation mechanism 
P(O2)
1/2or 
2/3 
None P(O2)
1/4 or 1/3 
Interstitial pair dissociation mechanism 
P(O2)
-(3-x)/6 None P(O2)
-(3-x)/12 
 
6.4 Results 
6.4.1 Pressure Dependence on Deff, Kgen, and λ 
 
 Samples were annealed at constant temperatures of 650 ˚C, 750 ˚C, and 800 ˚C, with partial 
pressures of oxygen selected between 10
-6
 and 10
-4
 Torr.   For each data set, the parameters 
Kgen, λ, and Deff were calculated and plotted on Figures 6.2-6.10 as a function of the natural 
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logarithm of oxygen pressure.  Each data point represents the average of three separate SIMS 
profiles on one sample taken across the sample (one near each heating plate, and one at the 
center near the thermocouple.)  In addition, Table 6.3 shows the resultant values for n (in 
conventional format of -1/n for each plot.)  Based upon the plots, both Kgen and Deff increase 
with increasing oxygen partial pressure.  Importantly, however, λ stays essentially constant.  
Only two mechanisms are consistent with this pattern: the kick in/kick out interstitial mechanism 
and the vacancy pair combination mechanism.   
In the kick in/kick out mechanism, an interstitial atom trades places with an atom in a lattice 
site.  In the vacancy pair combination mechanism, a titanium interstitial binds to an oxygen 
atom, and the two diffuse throughout the bulk as a pair. This mechanism seems less likely for 
several reasons.  First, the experimental conditions are in a region where the concentration of 
titanium vacancies should not be large.  Second, there is no obvious mechanism for attraction 
between titanium (-4) vacancies and a negative oxygen interstitials.  Also titanium vacancies 
diffuse very slowly, so it is unlikely they will diffuse much faster when in a complex.    
The present findings for TiO2 may be analogous to O diffusion in ZnO. Kick in/ kick out 
mechanisms have been observed for oxygen interstitials in ZnO
8
.  Values for the dependence of 
diffusivity on oxygen pressure show that at all temperatures the diffusivity is proportional to 
P(O2)
1/n
 where n can be anywhere between about 1.5 to 3.  In the case of an oxygen interstitial, 
this would correspond to a charge state of 0 or -1.  In our experiments, increasing temperatures, 
the value for the pressure dependence of Kgen decreases, which could correspond to a changing 
of the average charge state of oxygen interstitials from 0 to -1.  At 800 degrees Celsius the 
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mechanism seems to change.  The pressure dependence gets much stronger on Deff, and lambda 
develops a pressure dependence.  This indicates that the mechanism is shifting at these higher 
temperatures.    
Table 6.3:  Dependence of Deff, Kgen, and λ on oxygen pressure for different temperatures 
Temperature (˚C) 1/n for Kgen 1/n for λ 1/n for Deff 
650 0.40±0.18 0.094±0.10 0.58±0.16 
750 0.29±0.14 -0.0089±0.15 0.46±0.26 
800 0.68±0.30 0.85±0.28 2.36±0.3 
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Figure 6.2: Dependence of diffusivity on oxygen pressure at 650˚C 
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Figure 6.3: Dependence of Kgen on oxygen pressure at 650˚C 
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Figure 6.4: Dependence of lambda on oxygen pressure at 650˚C 
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Figure 6.5: Dependence of diffusivity on oxygen pressure at 750˚C 
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Figure 6.6: Dependence of Kgen on oxygen pressure at 750˚C 
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Figure 6.7: Dependence of lambda on oxygen pressure at 750˚C 
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Figure 6.8: Dependence of diffusivity on oxygen pressure at 800˚C 
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Figure 6.9: Dependence of Kgen on oxygen pressure at 800˚C 
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Figure 6.10: Dependence of lambda on oxygen pressure at 800˚C 
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6.4.2 Low Pressure Arrhenius Data 
  
 A series of experiments was performed at 5×10-6 Torr constant pressure while varying 
the temperature.  The resultant data are shown in Figure 6.11, and the values for the 
activation energies and pre-exponential factors of Deff, Kgen, and λ are shown in Table 6.4.  At 
high temperatures, the diffusivities largely match those of the aggregated literature.  At low 
temperatures, however the data more closely resembles the type of enhancements seen for the 
data at 1×10-5 Torr.   An experiment with a sulfur covered sample as per the procedure from 
Chapter 5 also resulted in a diffusivity close to the MLE diffusivity at 800˚C.  This data point is 
shown in Figure 6.14. This change is as would be predicted by the high pressure dependence at 
800 degrees C.  It could be an indicator of in either charge state or dominant defect for 
diffusion at high temperatures.  Also, while it appears to be a shift in the activation energy, it’s 
more likely that at higher temperatures and lower pressures, a different mechanism for defect 
annihilation dominates.  Perhaps the dissociative mechanism begins to dominate over the Kgen.  
This would correlate to change in the effective diffusivity, as the diffusivity depends on the 
annihilation rate.  More data at this pressure, and more data at high temperatures would be 
needed to verify this regime shift. 
 
Table 6.4:  Kgen, λ, and Deff at 5×10
-6
 Torr 
 
 
Kgen λ Deff  
Ea (eV) 0.32±0.33 0.050±0.081 0.42±0.33 
Pre-exponential factor 0.0022 s-1 138 nm 4.1×10-13 cm2/s 
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Figure 6.11: Arrhenius plot for the effective diffusivity at 5×10
-6
 Torr 
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Figure 6.12: Arrhenius plot for the Kgen at 5×10
-6
 Torr 
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Figure 6.13: Arrhenius plot for lambda at 5×10
-6
 Torr 
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Figure 6.14: Arrhenius plot for Deff at 5×10
-6
 Torr, showing the results of a sulfur coverage 
experiment in green. 
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6.5 Conclusion 
 An increase in Kgen and Deff has been observed as oxygen partial pressure increases for rutile 
annealed under vacuum with clean surfaces.  This pressure dependence most likely 
corresponds to an oxygen interstitial kick in/kick out mechanism for defect generation.  The 
oxygen interstitial has a charge state of either 0 or -1.  This is further evidence that a clean 
surface at our conditions has opened up a new mechanism for oxygen incorporation into 
titanium dioxide.  This mechanism has never been observed for titanium dioxide before.  Also, 
at higher temperatures the mechanism seems to change. 
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CHAPTER 7:   NON-THERMAL PHOTO-STIMULATION EFFECTS ON TIO2 
 
7.1 Introduction  
Photostimulated diffusion within semiconductors has been examined for many years, 
especially in connection with “athermal” diffusion below room temperature1 due to energy 
liberated from recombination of photocarriers.  However, the existence of photostimulated 
diffusion above cryogenic temperatures has proven difficult to confirm. Despite careful 
experimental searching2-7 spurious effects due to heating by the probe light or to intensity-
dependent variations in sample geometry could never be ruled out.  By contrast, 
measurements of surface diffusion that fully decoupled heating from illumination have shown 
that photoexposure can either enhance or inhibit the micron-scale diffusion rates of certain 
adsorbates on Si(111) by nearly an order of magnitude8-9 depending upon substrate doping 
type.  Illumination acts by changing the average charge state of surface point defects, which 
propagates into the defect-mediated diffusion rate10.  Analogous effects have been observed in 
silicon11-12, and successfully modeled for Si self-diffusion.  The present work employs similar 
methodology to measure similar effects for self-diffusion of oxygen within rutile, and provides 
significant evidence for the hypothesis that photostimulated diffusion should generalize to 
semiconductors other than silicon. 
One can envision several ways in which the diffusion of oxygen into titanium dioxide can 
be affected nonthermally by illumination.  For example (drawn from photocatalysis), 
illumination could increase rate of adsorption.  Indeed, photo-increased adsorption rates have 
been observed on surfaces such as Fe2O3, ZnO and TiO2
13-18.  It would also be possible in 
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principle for super band-gap illumination stimulate the formation of a mobile oxygen defect 
(such as an interstitial) from surface oxygen.   
Within the bulk, illumination of wavelengths below 350 nm can create quasi-equilibrium 
states by creating trapping sites for electrons and holes that allow catalytic reactions to occur 
with lower energy.  These trapping sites are typically defects within titanium dioxide.  Yang et 
al. and Mochizuki et al. both found evidence that this does occur in titanium dioxide19-20.  Yang 
et al. provided evidence that these states might be meta-stable at room temperatures21.  
Therefore one can irradiate the titanium dioxide with UV light, and it will retain the quasi-Fermi 
levels after irradiation.  Super band-gap illumination can also change the average charge state 
of defects responsible for oxygen diffusion.  Optical photostimulation excites the formation of 
extra charge carriers.  The additional carriers in turn can alter the average charge state of 
defects that are present.  Since charge state affects both the formation energy and diffusion 
constants of point defects22-23 effects can propagate through into phenomena such as defect 
diffusion.  
This chain of events was first postulated in the early 1990s24 but has been 
unambiguously demonstrated for bulk diffusion only recently in the case of silicon.  For self-
diffusion in n-type Si, illumination increases the diffusivity by a factor of up to 25 in response to 
optical fluxes near 1.5 W/cm2 The degree of illumination enhancement varies with both 
temperature and intensity. 
In order to explore photo-illumination and understand which steps in the mechanism of 
oxygen incorporation were affected by it, several methods were used for studying the photo-
illumination effects on oxygen in titanium dioxide.  FLOOPS-based simulations such as those 
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described in Chapter 4, were analyzed to see which if any of the steps were altered by 
illumination.  Also, the temperature-dependent Arrhenius plots as well as pressure-dependence 
diffusivity plots were explored to look for any effects due to changes in the defect charge 
states. 
 
7.2 Experimental  
 Rutile (110) samples were pre-annealed in an oxygen ambient (1×10-6 to 1×10-4 Torr) at 
temperatures between 600 and 830˚C for 6 hours as described in Chapter 5, and then annealed 
in an ambient of isotopic (18) oxygen for 90 minutes.  The setup (Figure 7.1) was similar to that 
described in Chapter 5, with the exception of the addition of a light source and masking 
arrangement.  The light source was a 75 W Xe arc lamp.  Figure 7.2 shows the emission curve 
for the lamp. The illuminated area was approximately 1 cm squared.  Two filters UG-5 and KG-2 
were used to limit the wavelength of light to 300-400 nm (3.09-4.1 eV).  The absorption spectra 
of the filters are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.  The intensity of light was measured with a 
Scientech power and energy meter to be 0.1 W/cm2.  This was the maximum intensity 
permitted by the optical setup.  The intensity is on the low end of the range employed in prior 
work with Si, where intensities ranged up to 1-2 W/cm2,  Effects of photostimulation on 
diffusion could be observed at 0.1 W/cm2 for Si, but barely. Measurements with a 
thermocouple verified that over a period of an hour, illumination alone heated the sample by 
no more than 2˚C.  Masking was accomplished with a piece of macor placed above the sample 
to block out illumination to half of the area.  The macor was placed approximately 5 mm from 
the sample surface.   
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Figure 7.1: Experimental setup for illumination studies. 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Emission spectrum for Xe arc lamp 
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Figure 7.3: Emission spectrum for UG 5 bandpass filter 
 
 
Figure 7.4: Emission spectrum for KG2 bandpass filter  
 
7.3        Results 
7.3.1 Computationally Discovered Illumination Effects 
 Computations identical to those described in chapter 4 were compared to experimental 
illuminated data to output least squares values for the parameters the system is this most 
sensitive to.  These parameters were Esurf (the energy for the formation of an interstitial), Eads 
(the dissociative Langmuir adsorption/desorption energy), ksurf+ads (the pre-exponential factor 
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that incorporates both the pre-exponential factor for Langmuir kinetics as well as the formation 
of an interstitial at the surface), kOdiff (the pre-exponential factor for oxygen interstitial 
diffusivity) and EOdiff (the activation energy for the diffusive constant of oxygen interstitials.)  
Values for both the illuminated and non-illuminated data with error are shown in Table 7.1. 
 
Table 7.1: Model values for parameters 
Parameter Illuminated Value Non-Illuminated Value 
Esurf 1.05±0.03 eV 2.25±0.13 eV 
ksurf+ads 1.58×10
10±0.59 1×1014±1.6 
Eads 0.4±0.05 eV 0.4±0.18 eV 
EOdiff 1.9±0.66  eV 0.8±0.16 eV 
kOdiff 3.16×10
-8±3.2 atoms/cm3 6.13×10-4±0.77 atoms/cm2 
 
 From the results shown in Table 7.1, illumination showed a large effect on the surface 
conditions (both prefactors and activation energies.)  This indicates that the illumination may 
be enhancing the diffusion by lowering the energy required to create a defect from the surface.  
Not much change was seen in the diffusivity, indicating that if the oxygen interstitials are 
switching charge states, the diffusivities of these charge states do not vary by a lot.   
 
7.3.2 Pressure Dependence Results 
 In some cases, the effects of illumination were examined in concert with the effects of 
the partial pressure of oxygen as described in detail in Chap 6. The dependence of diffusivity on 
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pressure was studied by plotting diffusivity as a function of the natural logarithm of pressure at 
the temperatures of 650 and 750˚C.  The slope of this plot on logarithmic scale corresponds to 
1/n in the equation: 
 1/nO 2
-E
D =P(O ) exp( )
kT
 (7.1) 
 From the value of n, the charge state of the oxygen can be calculated as discussed 
in Chapter 7.  A change in the value of n due to illumination would be evidence that the average 
charge state changes due to illumination.  As discussed in Chapter 7, the most likely mobile 
species for the non-illuminated rutile at these temperatures is the oxygen interstitial diffusing 
via a kick in/kick out mechanism with a charge state of 0 or -1.   
 Results for the effective diffusivity, rate of defect generation, and lambda at 650 
and 750˚C are shown in Figures 7.5 through 7.11 below.  The values for the resultant 
dependencies are shown in Table 7.2.  At both temperatures, illumination decreases the 
pressure dependence, indicating a change in charge state.  At 650˚C the diffusivity of the 
material in the dark goes from having a pressure dependence 1/n of 0.583 to 0.301, 
corresponding to an n value changing from 1.72 to 3.33.  This corresponds to a possible change 
in charge state from about 0 to -1 with illumination.  The error bars for Deff do not overlap.  For 
λ, they overlap, however λ shows little dependence on pressure in both cases.  The same is true 
for Kgen.  From the error bars of Kgen, it is difficult to determine whether the change in Deff is 
driven by a change in Kgen or in λ.   At 750˚C, 1/n changes from 0.459 to 0.215, corresponding to 
a possible charge state change from 0 to -1 or -2 with illumination, however the error bars are 
such that it cannot be determined for certain.  Experiments with a higher intensity of 
illumination may help pick out the difference better.  The data at 750˚C suggests that the 
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difference in effective diffusivity is due primarily to Kgen, as there is not much overlap in the 
error bars for Kgen.   It’s important to note these values depend on the average charge state, 
and most likely there are defects present in multiple charge states.   
 The low temperature data shows more distinct illumination effects than the data at 
750˚C.  This is as would be expected, because photostimulated minority carriers will exceed the 
background concentration by a larger amount at low temperatures.  (The background 
concentration will be lower.)   
Table 7.2:  Dependence of Deff, Kgen, and λ on oxygen pressure for different temperatures 
showing the difference between illuminated and dark samples 
Temperature 
(˚C) 
1/n for Kgen 1/n for λ 1/n for Deff 
 Dark Illuminated Dark Illuminated Dark Illuminated 
650 0.39 
±0.18 
0.40 
±0.17 
0.094 
±0.10 
-0.049 
±0.080 
0.58 
±0.16 
0.30 
±0.092 
750 0.29 
±0.14 
0.44 
±0.20 
-0.089 
±0.15 
-0.11 
±0.15 
0.459 
±0.257 
0.22 
±0.16 
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Figure 7.5: Pressure dependence of diffusivity at 650˚C, showing illuminated and dark 
samples 
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Figure 7.6: Pressure dependence of Kgen at 650˚C, showing illuminated and dark samples 
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Figure 7.7: Pressure dependence of lambda at 650˚C, showing illuminated and dark samples 
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Figure 7.8: Pressure dependence of diffusivity at 750˚C, showing illuminated and dark 
samples 
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Figure 7.9: Pressure dependence of Kgen at 750˚C, showing illuminated and dark samples 
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Figure 7.10: Pressure dependence of lambda at 750˚C, showing illuminated and dark samples 
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7.3.3 Illumination Dependence of Arrhenius Data at 1×10-5 Torr 
 Illumination effects on diffusion as a function of temperature were also examined at an 
oxygen pressure of 1×10-5 Torr.  Results are shown in Figures 7.11 to 7.13 and are summarized 
in Table 7.3.  Illumination has a small effect on the pre-exponential factors for Kgen which 
propagate through into an increase in the pre-exponential factor for effective diffusivity as 
shown in Figures 7.11 and 7.13.  These increases do not show up in the values shown in Table 
7.3, due to these pre-exponential factors being calculated for the given activation energies.   A 
small error in the activation energies will cause a larger error in the pre-exponential factor.  No 
change is seen for lambda.  The change in Kgen indicates that illumination allows more defects to 
be generated.  With the error in this data, however, these results are not conclusive, and a 
higher intensity light source would be needed for further analysis.  In addition, the pressure 
that these results are taken at is a pressure where the diffusivities should be similar to each 
other according to the diffusivity vs.  logarithm of pressure plots. 
Table 7.3:  Dependence of Deff, Kgen, and λ on temperature at 1×10
-5 Torr showing the 
difference between illuminated and dark samples 
 
Kgen λ Deff 
 
Dark Illuminated Dark Illuminated Dark Illuminated 
Ea (eV) 
0.38 
±0.63 
0.45 
±0.40 
1.02 
±0.27 
0.94 
±0.16 
2.42 
±0.26 
2.32 
±0.42 
Pre-
exponential 
factor 
0.024 
s-1 
 
0.0064 
s-1 
1.63×107  
nm 
 
5.65×106 
nm 
1.72×10-2 
cm2/s 
7.52×10-3 
cm2/s 
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Figure 7.11: Arrhenius plot for Deff at 10
-5 Torr of oxygen, showing illuminated and dark 
samples 
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Figure 7.12: Arrhenius plot for Kgen at 10
-5 Torr of oxygen, showing illuminated and dark 
samples 
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Figure 7.13: Arrhenius plot for lambda at 10-5 Torr of oxygen, showing illuminated and dark 
samples 
 
 
 
7.4 Conclusions and Further Studies 
Low intensity UV light has been shown to change the average charge state of oxygen 
interstitials within titanium dioxide as indicated by the change in the pressure dependence at 
650˚C.    The results are statistically significant for Deff at 650˚C, but not at higher temperatures.  
Yet the data do exhibit statistically significant effects exactly where the hypothesis suggests the 
photostimulation effects should be most pronounced: at the lowest temperatures. 
Unfortunately, the statistical variations do not permit definitive inference of whether the 
difference is due to Kgen or lambda.   Experiments with a higher intensity of light would be 
useful to resolve this difference.   
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CHAPTER 8:  OXYGEN DIFFUSION WITHIN THE SPACE CHARGE REGION 
 
8.1 Introduction  
 For many semiconductors, an exchange of electrical charge often takes place between 
the free surface and the underlying bulk.   This exchange leads to the creation of a space charge 
region within the near-surface of the semiconductor, with spatial variations in the electron 
potential as well as an electric field.  The position of the Fermi level with respect to the 
conduction and valence band edges varies throughout the space charge region.  Research into 
Si1-2, as well as metal oxide semiconductors3 has found that these phenomena can also 
sometimes lead to during annealing to the near-surface buildup of isotopes of the host or 
dopants. 
For example, the case of silicon implanted with boron (and thereby oversaturated in 
defects), is depicted schematically in Figure 8.1.  The primary mobile defects during annealing 
after implantation are interstitials of boron and silicon, which are created by the dissociation of 
interstitial clusters that form during implantation.  In this p-type material, the Fermi level lies 
close to the valence band deep in the bulk.  However, the Fermi level pins near mid-gap at the 
surface, resulting in the formation of a space charge region such that the electric field points 
into the semiconductor.  Interstitials of Si and B are positively charged deep in the bulk, so that 
when such interstitials diffuse toward the surface, they are repelled by the electric field.  A 
different effect occurs for interstitials that are created near the surface, however.  Near the 
surface, the Fermi level lies deeper within the band gap, and changes the charge state of both 
the B and Si interstitials to become either neutral or negative.  The interstitials in these charge 
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state diffuse unimpeded to the surface (neutrals), or are actually drawn toward it (negative).  
The surface annihilates both kinds of interstitials.  But the effective rates at which the silicon 
and boron move toward the surface differs because of exchange with the lattice.  Si interstitials 
exchanging with lattice atoms in kick-in reactions typically produce other Si interstitials, 
whereas boron interstitials that kick in also produce Si interstitials (as Si is the majority species 
in the lattice).  The boron atoms that kick in must wait for Si interstitials to kick them back out.  
Thus, the lattice serves as a reservoir for boron in a way the lattice does not for Si, and the Si 
interstitials “feel” the annihilation at the surface more strongly.  The Si interstitial concentration 
near the surface is thereby depleted, which prolongs the residence time of boron in the lattice 
and leads to boron pileup in the near-surface region.  This phenomenon was predicted by 
simulations4 and subsequently observed in experiments5 .   The dopant pileup occurs within the 
first 1-3 nm of the surface.  
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of the space charge effect for dopant pile up in p-type silicon 
showing the repulsion of positive defects within the space charge region (SCR)
2
.   
 
 A related surface pileup phenomenon has been described for isotopically labeled 
oxygen diffusing in metal oxides, but the mechanism differs. De Souza et al.3 found that for 
SrTiO3, a positively charged surface led to a depletion in oxygen vacancies in the near surface 
region.  In SrTiO3, oxygen diffuses via a vacancy mediated mechanism.  The effective diffusivity 
for oxygen therefore is proportional to the concentration of oxygen vacancies.  In experiments 
that expose the semiconductor to gaseous oxygen that was isotopically labeled, the depletion 
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of O vacancies near the surface decreased the value of the effective O diffusivity there, and led 
to pileup of isotope within a few tens of nanometers of the surface.   
For the research presented here, the mechanism observed by De Souza can not be the 
same.  De Souza’s mechanism is based on vacancy diffusion, whereas the research presented 
here is for a highly mobile intermediate.   In the case of oxygen interstitials diffusing in titanium 
dioxide, the mobile intermediate could be confined temporarily towards the surface, or an 
electric potential could effect the kick in rate constants.   
 
8.2  Experimental Results 
 Rutile (110) titania was annealed in a presence of oxygen (mass 18) for 90 minutes at a 
range of pressures (10-6 to 10-4 Torr) and temperatures (650 to 830˚C).  Pile up of the isotope 
occurred consistently in the first 5 to 10 nanometers. In most cases such as Figure 8.2 below, 
the 18O profile seemed to reach a minimum directly at the surface.  In other cases such as 
Figure 8.3 below, it showed a steady increase in concentration in the direction of the surface. 
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 Figure 8.2: 
18
O SIMS depth profile showing the pile up of isotopic oxygen in the near 
surface region. A data point was taken each 1.35 nm. 
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Figure 8.3: 
18
O SIMS depth profile showing the pile up of isotopic oxygen in the near 
surface region without a depletion immediately at the surface.  
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 Due to the unreliability of the data point nearest to the surface, magnitude of the pileup 
was quantified as the ratio of 18O to 16O at the second data point (1.35 nm.)  This was also 
normalized with respect to the ratio at 20 nm (past the pileup.)  Normalization sought to 
separate out the magnitude that might be present due to deep bulk effects.  In the cases where 
the pileup resembled a bump this was also the maximum amount of pileup.   The ratio at the 
pileup was typically between 0.02 and 0.1.  (This represents the overall ratio of 18O:16O at the 
surface.) The normalized ratio was around 1 to 6 times the ratio in the bulk, with about 1.3 
being the most frequent value.   
In addition, the degree of the pile-up with respect to the concentration of 18O deeper in 
the bulk seems to scale slightly with temperature as shown in Figure 8.4, however there was a 
lot of scatter in the data.  The temperature dependence was only present for the actual ratio.  
There was no significant temperature dependence for the normalized data, indicating this is 
probably a function of the overall ratio shifting.   
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Figure 8.4: 
18
O:
 16
O Ratios at the pile-up as a function of temperature.  
  
Experiments were done with illumination, which had an effect on the size at lower 
temperatures.  In addition experiments were conducted with sulfur on the surface.  In these 
experiments, no difference was seen in the normalized ratio at the pile up.  
 
8.3 Elimination of Other Possibilities 
 The pileup effects described above were in a near-surface region where SIMS artifacts 
can creep in, and where physical phenomena other than electrostatic effects could conceivably 
lead to the observed results.  The following sections outline several of these possibilities and 
argue that they are probably not the dominant causes. 
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8.3.1 Surface Roughness 
 Surface roughness can cause SIMS depth profiles of dopants to exhibit a pileup in 
secondary ion yields near the surface6.  Makeev et al, explored this phenomena 
computationally6.  A rough surface has an increased surface area, which increases the 
probability of an ion hitting it, and hence translates into larger ion yields.  The magnitude of the 
pile up can be twice the the number of counts on a flat surface.  In addition the breadth can be 
up to twice the rms value.  The 18O concentration data presented in this thesis, however, are 
calculated by first measuring the ratio of the ion counts for 18O to 16O, multiplied by times the 
total amount of oxygen in the system based on the density and stoichiometry of titanium 
dioxide.  Due to the fact that 18O and 16O are the same chemical element, any effects due to 
surface roughness should be present to the same degree for both isotopes.  Taking the ratio of 
the ion counts of the two isotopes insures that the effects seen are not due to roughness on the 
surface. 
 
8.3.2   After Effects from Polishing  
 Another plausible explanation for near surface pile up could be gettering of the oxygen 
isotope at near-surface defects induced by the polishing procedure. Either or both of the in-
house and crystal manufacturer procedure could lead to such effects.  Indeed, our initial 
experiments in this study (wherein the polishing was only mechanical and did not include the 
subsequent chemical etch) showed large levels of pileup at the surface as exemplified in Figure 
8.5.  The magnitude of this pileup varied from sample to sample, especially as the mechanical 
polishing procedure evolved.   
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In order to eliminate this possibility, a procedure was developed to etch titanium 
dioxide samples for 20 minutes at 150˚C in sulfuric acid.  The etch time was chosen because 
visually detectable dissolution of small TiO2 particles took place, and the temperature was the 
highest for which no sulfur could be detected in the samples post-etch during SIMS analysis.    
Previously annealed samples were used to gauge the depth of etching.  An annealed sample 
was etched in sulfuric acid without mechanical etching.  Under these conditions, it was possible 
to see a significant reduction in amount of 18O in the profiles compared to before the wet etch. 
This observation served as an indicator that we had etched away from the surface into a region 
where the level of 18O was lower.   After etching, pile-up was still observed in the annealed 
samples, but to the same degree (about half of the pre-etched height) as samples which were 
annealed immediately after mechanical polishing without the etching step.  Samples that had 
never been annealed in isotopic oxygen did not show pile up.    This observation indicated that 
polishing was causing damage to the surface, resulting in an increased amount of pileup.  
Through etching the pileup due to surface damage was eliminated, and the remaining pile up is 
believed to be an effect of interactions with the space charge region.     
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8.3.3    Counting Statistics 
 In order to assess statistically whether the pile up of oxygen at the surface is truly a 
physical effect, formal statistical analysis of the profiles was performed.  As three profiles were 
collected for a given sample, this analysis was straightforward to perform.  The error bars on 
the ratio between mass 16 and 18 isotopes was calculated at a profile depth sufficiently large to 
be unperturbed by pileup effects. This number represents the  error in the SIMS profiles.  It was 
calculated using the equation: 
 
18
16 18 16
O
O O O
C 1 1
S= +
C C C
 (8.1)  
The concentrations above are the averages of the values for all three SIMS runs within the bulk.  
Figure 8.5: Example of O pileup prior to etching with sulfuric acid (i.e, mechanical polishing 
only)   
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In all cases, the 18O/16O ratio at the pile-up position was larger than the error in the profiles 
calculated through counting statistics, verifying that the results represent a genuine physical 
phenomenon as distinct from a measurement artifact.  The error in the bulk is used as an 
indicator of how much error would be present at the surface.  As long as the normalized ratio 
was larger than the value of S, the pile up was statistically significant.   In most cases the error, 
S, was between 0.1 and 0.8 percent of the normalized 18O/16O ratio at the maximum of the 
bump.  
 
8.3.4 Error in the Depth Profile Point Nearest the Surface 
 The point closest to the surface on a SIMS depth profile is generally not reliable for a 
couple reasons.  First of all, in an isotopic oxygen study, oxygen 18 at or very near the surface 
might exchange with 16O in the gas phase even at room temperature.  In addition, 16 oxygen 
might deposit on the surface after annealing, and show up as a depletion of isotopic (18) 
oxygen in a SIMS depth profile.   For these reasons, the first point on the surface can be 
ignored.  In addition, it is difficult to imagine a scenario where atomospheric conditions would 
lead to an enhancement of 18O, as its natural abundance is only 0.2%.  Therefore, the second 
data points where the ratio has clearly increased are believable.     
  
8.4        Discussion  
Ikeda et al7 found through computations that for slightly reduced titanium dioxide that 
is deficient in oxygen (and therefore n-type), the surface should have a positive charge.  They 
did not, however state the level of the Fermi level at the surface with respect to the valence 
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and conduction bands.  They also calculated the Fermi level within the bulk, and did not 
account for the fact that the Fermi level will most likely be pinned at the surface.   
The (110) rutile surface is known to have a high concentration of surface defects, the 
most common of which are oxygen vacancies and titanium interstitials8.  Diebold et al8 also 
reports that slightly reduced rutile 110 should exhibit downward band bending.  The electric 
field should then point from the surface into the bulk.    This effect is illustrated in Figure 8.6.   
In reduced rutile, an electric field pointing into the sample would attract negatively charged 
defects towards the surface.  In particular, oxygen interstitials in a -1 charge state (which the 
pressure data of Chapter 6 indicates is likely) should be attracted to the surface, reducing the 
value for lambda, or the average distance the interstitial travels before being incorporated into 
the lattice. 
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Figure 8.6: Illustration of the space charge effect for oxygen interstitials in titanium dioxide 
showing the attraction of negative defects within the space charge region (SCR).   
  
 Temperature increased the magnitude of the oxygen pileup.  This could be due to an 
increase in the total concentration of oxygen interstitials as it scales up with temperature. 
Interestingly, illumination showed an increase in the magnitude of the pile up at low 
temperatures of up to 90%, and an inhibition at higher temperatures of up to 10% in the 
magnitude of the pileup.  There was a lot of scatter in the data, however this could be a result 
of illumination changing oxygen interstitials from a neutral to a negative charge state at the 
lower temperatures.  (Charge state depends both on illumination and temperature.)  In 
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addition, samples with sulfur on the surface showed less pile up on the surface, which was most 
likely due to a smaller number of oxygen interstitials within the samples. 
 No differences were seen in the width of the pile up, however due to error in the SIMS 
spatial depth resolution, this would probably not be observable with the instrument used.  In 
theory a wider pile up region could either indicate a weaker electric field, or a less negative 
charge state of the oxygen interstitials.  If the oxygen interstitials had a weaker charge state, 
the attraction to the surface would be less, and they would be less likely to get sequestered 
near the surface.   
 
8.5 Conclusions 
 Oxygen pile up due to an attraction of negatively charged oxygen interstitials in titanium 
dioxide has been observed at the surface of titanium dioxide.  To the author’s knowledge, this is 
the first evidence of such an effect in rutile titanium dioxide.  Subsequent photo-reflectance 
studies on the band bending at the surface of titanium dioxide could possibly shed more light 
on these effects.  
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CHAPTER 9:  MODEL FOR DIFFUSION OF TITANIUM INTO TITANIUM DIOXIDE 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 As a supplement to the model for self-diffusion of oxygen in titanium dioxide, a model 
was also created to investigate the self-diffusion of titanium.  Titanium interstitials can serve as 
electron donors, altering the electronic properties of the bulk material.  Currently, most 
literature suggests that titanium diffuses via an interstitial mechanism1-5.  
 A FLOOPS-based continuum model was devised for the diffusion of titanium in titanium 
dioxide similar to the model for oxygen diffusion.  The model allows the user to simulate the 
profprofile spreading of isotopic titanium by inputting the pre-annealed profile and the 
experimental temperature and pressure.  The model contains the creation and diffusion of 
both titanium vacancies and interstitials.  Ti vacancies were included partly because they can in 
principle interact with oxygen interstitials, and also because a surface creation mechanism 
could exist for titanium vacancies that would speed Ti diffusion by that mechanism.  That 
mechanism is presently believed to be very slow, diffusing over measurable length scales on a 
time scale of months6.  Other parameters are based on ML estimation.  Parameter sensitivity 
analysis was used for the titanium case, similarly to the oxygen case.   
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9.2 Model 
9.2.1 General Model 
The model uses continuum equations to describe the reaction and diffusion of various 
defects. These equations have the general form for species i, 
 
i
ii G
x
J
t
C






                     (9.1)                                                                            
where Ci, Ji, and Gi denote concentration, flux, and net generation rate of species i, respectively. 
The diffusing species are titanium interstitials (+3 and +4 charge states) and titanium vacancies 
(-4 charge).  The flux Ji comprises terms due to both Fickian diffusion and electric drift motion, 
 
( )ii i i i i
C
J D C x
x
  

  

         (9.2)                                                                       
where μ is the mobility of diffusing species calculated by the Einstein equation, and γi is the net 
charge of species i, which is the sum of all possible charge states, zj weighted by the 
corresponding fraction, 
z j
 : 
 
i j z j
j
z                                             (9.3)                                                                 
The electric field (ξ) is obtained by the solution of Poisson’s equation, with the charge density 
(ρ) incorporating terms due to the concentrations of electrons, holes, charged defects and 
background doping: 
 
 )()( x
dx
xdE
                    (9.4)                                                                                   
We employ charge states of +3 and +4 for titanium interstitials, with the population of various 
charge states is determined by Fermi-Dirac statistics 
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where f (E) is the probability that an available energy state at E will be occupied by an electron, 
Ei is the ionization level, g0 and g1 are the degeneracy of the unoccupied and occupied centers, 
respectively.  For the titanium interstitial with a charge state of +3, g0 = 1, g1 =2. 
Ei was calculated by knowing that: 
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n0 was calculated using the concentration of oxygen vacancies, and the fact that: 
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9.2.2 Reactions Incorporated into Model 
 The model included the formation of titanium interstitials both through a kick in/kick 
out mechanism and through a dissociation mechanism shown below: 
   (9.10) 
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  (9.11) 
  (9.12) 
 In the above reaction k3 and k1 were assumed to obey Arrhenius relationships, while k2 
was assumed to be diffusion limited.  Values for k1 were taken from the equilibrium constant 
for this reaction calculated in Chapter 2.  Starting values for k3 were based on the value for the 
kick in/kick out reaction constant for silicon interstitials.  The diffusion limited equation used for 
k2 was calculated using the relation: 
  (9.13) 
In the above relationship, ao is the capture radius.  The nearest neighbor distance between Ti 
atoms was used as an estimate for this parameter. 
 
9.3 Results  
 The resultant FLOOPS code for Ti diffusion is shown in Appendix 9.  An example of a 
simulated depth profile of the 46Ti are shown in Figure 9.1.  Result showed diffusion spreading 
at high temperatures from what was essentially a step profile of 46Ti.  The step profile was 
made a bit more gradual to reflect what a real step profile would most likely show.  The 
spreading shows most of the change in concentration to be in the depleted region as isotopic 
titanium travels via interstitial to this region.   
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Figure 9.1: Simulation of the diffusion of 
46Ti annealed at 800˚C for 90 minutes.  The initial 
profile of 
46
Ti is shown in blue, and the resultant spreading is shown in red.  
   
9.4  Parameter Sensitivity Analysis 
 Parameter sensitivity analysis was used to find which prefactors and activation energies 
affected the resultant titanium depth profile the most.  The sensitivity coefficients were found 
for activation energy in a normalized form as shown in the equation below: 
  (9.14) 
 For pre-exponential factors, the 10% of the log of the parameter was varied instead of 
10% of the actual value.  This was done in order to compare sensitivity coefficients from 
activation energies with ones from prefactors.  The resultant sensitivity coefficients are shown 
in Table 9.1.  Overall the profiles were most sensitive to the activation energy for diffusion of 
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titanium interstitials, followed by the pre-exponential factor for Ti interstitial diffusion.  This 
was as expected. 
 
Table 9.1: Sensitivity coefficients for parameters in Ti diffusion. 
Parameter Sensitivity Coefficient 
kdiff,TI 6.44E+00 
kdiff,Tivac 6.87E-02 
Ediff,Ti 2.62E+01 
Ediff,Tivac 3.25E-02 
E1 1.23E-02 
 
9.5 Experimental Ideas 
In addition to simulating titanium diffusion in titanium dioxide, initial ideas for 
depositing a step profile of isotopic titanium were explored.  In these experiments, isotopically 
labeled titanium dioxide from a powder was deposited onto rutile titanium dioxide epitaxially 
by means of metal evaporation.   A platinum heating boat heated resistively until it glows red 
from a current supply, by two leads has been developed in order to deposit the isotopic layer.  
The boat was within line of sight of the sample, so that 46Ti that evaporates out of the boat will 
adsorb directly on the titanium dioxide surface.  An initial SIMS profile was taken ex situ prior 
to sample annealing to insure that a step profile of isotopic titanium dioxide was indeed grown 
on the sample.   Initial experiments showed small amounts of isotopic titanium dioxide 
deposited as shown in Figure 9.2 where the ratio of 46Ti to 48Ti was slightly larger, but more 
work was needed to improve the purity of the deposited layer. 
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Figure 9.2: Initial deposition of 
46
Ti, showing a slight increase the ratio of isotopic titanium 
in the near surface region.   
 
Heating the sample up to the temperature necessary for annealing, should crystallize 
the surface layer into the rutile phase.  This can be checked by means of X-ray Diffraction 
(XRD).  Once the surface has been deposited on and heated enough that the film is 
transformed into rutile titanium dioxide, a controlled amount of sulfur can be deposited on the 
surface.  This will allow the user to look at how surface coverage effects the defect creation in 
titanium dioxide.  The sample can then be annealed. 
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9.6  Conclusions and Further Studies 
 This chapter presents the FLOOPS-based model for the diffusion of titanium in titanium 
dioxide.  In addition, initial results on isotopic Ti deposition are presented.  Further work was 
needed to significantly improve the deposition method and to optimize the simulator to model 
generation of interstitials at the surface.  Further work on this topic can be found in Kyong 
Noh’s MS thesis7. 
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APPENDIX A.1:  EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATIONS OF DEFECTS  
Pressure 
(torr) 
T (˚C) x n 
(e
-
/cm
3
) 
CTi,int
3+
 
(atoms/cm3) 
CTi,int
4+
  
(atoms/cm3) 
CO,vac
2+
 
(atoms/cm3) 
CO,int 
(atoms/cm
3
) 
CTi,vac
’’’’ 
(atoms/cm
3
) 
1.00E-07 600.00 1.01E-03 5.70E-05 2.89E+04 1.61E+19 2.06E+13 5.46E+07 4.20E-15 
1.00E-06 600.00 1.01E-04 5.70E-05 2.89E+03 1.61E+18 6.50E+12 5.46E+07 4.20E-14 
1.00E-05 600.00 1.01E-05 5.70E-05 2.89E+02 1.61E+17 2.06E+12 5.46E+07 4.20E-13 
1.00E-04 600.00 1.01E-06 5.70E-05 2.89E+01 1.61E+16 6.50E+11 5.46E+07 4.20E-12 
1.00E-07 650.00 3.42E-03 1.56E-04 7.76E+05 5.49E+19 6.46E+13 2.31E+08 3.10E-12 
1.00E-06 650.00 3.43E-04 1.56E-04 7.76E+04 5.49E+18 2.04E+13 2.31E+08 3.10E-11 
1.00E-05 650.00 3.43E-05 1.56E-04 7.76E+03 5.49E+17 6.46E+12 2.31E+08 3.10E-10 
1.00E-04 650.00 3.43E-06 1.56E-04 7.76E+02 5.49E+16 2.04E+12 2.31E+08 3.10E-09 
1.00E-07 700.00 1.02E-02 3.86E-04 1.49E+07 1.65E+20 1.80E+14 8.40E+08 1.16E-09 
1.00E-06 700.00 1.03E-03 3.86E-04 1.49E+06 1.65E+19 5.70E+13 8.40E+08 1.16E-08 
1.00E-05 700.00 1.03E-04 3.86E-04 1.49E+05 1.65E+18 1.80E+13 8.40E+08 1.16E-07 
1.00E-04 700.00 1.03E-05 3.86E-04 1.49E+04 1.65E+17 5.70E+12 8.40E+08 1.16E-06 
1.00E-07 750.00 2.73E-02 8.73E-04 2.13E+08 4.44E+20 4.56E+14 2.69E+09 2.43E-07 
1.00E-06 750.00 2.77E-03 8.73E-04 2.13E+07 4.44E+19 1.44E+14 2.69E+09 2.43E-06 
1.00E-05 750.00 2.77E-04 8.73E-04 2.13E+06 4.44E+18 4.56E+13 2.69E+09 2.43E-05 
1.00E-04 750.00 2.77E-05 8.73E-04 2.13E+05 4.44E+17 1.44E+13 2.69E+09 2.43E-04 
1.00E-07 800.00 6.58E-02 1.83E-03 2.39E+09 1.09E+21 1.06E+15 7.75E+09 3.09E-05 
1.00E-06 800.00 6.78E-03 1.83E-03 2.39E+08 1.09E+20 3.34E+14 7.75E+09 3.09E-04 
1.00E-05 800.00 6.80E-04 1.83E-03 2.39E+07 1.09E+19 1.06E+14 7.75E+09 3.09E-03 
1.00E-04 800.00 6.80E-05 1.83E-03 2.39E+06 1.09E+18 3.34E+13 7.75E+09 3.09E-02 
1.00E-07 850.00 1.43E-01 3.59E-03 2.16E+10 2.47E+21 2.27E+15 2.03E+10 2.56E-03 
1.00E-06 850.00 1.53E-02 3.59E-03 2.16E+09 2.47E+20 7.18E+14 2.03E+10 2.56E-02 
1.00E-05 850.00 1.54E-03 3.59E-03 2.16E+08 2.47E+19 2.27E+14 2.03E+10 2.56E-01 
1.00E-04 850.00 1.54E-04 3.59E-03 2.16E+07 2.47E+18 7.18E+13 2.03E+10 2.56E+00 
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APPENDIX A.2:  PARAMETERS IN FLOOPS MODEL  
 
Parameter Value 
Concentration of oxygen at surface 1.6e15 atoms/cm2 
Band gap 3.09-0.0066*T eV 
Capture rate (nearest neighbor distance) 2.75e-8 cm 
Standard prefactor (vibrational frequency) 5e12 
Lattice 18O naturally in bulk 1.3e20 atoms/cm3 
Lattice 16O naturally in bulk 6.38 e22 atoms/cm3 
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APPENDIX A.3:  OH/18O CORRELATION  
 
1. In order to quantify a correlation between the hydrogen in the signals and the oxygen 
concentrations, I took the average value for H, OH, H2O, 
16O, 18O, 18O atomic 
concentrations, and total ion count without the initial data point 
 
2. H, OH, and H2O are all indicators of the H concentration 
 
3. I plotted 16O, 18O, and the 18O atomic concentration as a function of H, OH, and H2O 
counts.   
 
4. I also plotted the ratio of these values to the total ion counts. 
 
 
Best correlation method: 
 Consider 18O and 16O fractions of the total ion counts separately as a function of OH 
fraction of ion counts. 
 
 
Mathematical correlation factor: 
 
 From the unannealed plot of OH vs. O,  the following equation and values for constants 
a and b: 
𝐶𝑂𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 = 𝑎𝐶𝑂𝐻 + 𝑏 
 The concentration of each isotope of oxygen should be known in a sample that hasn’t 
been exposed to 18O.  I will call this COact.  This concentration is related to the 
concentration of oxygen seen on SIMS by the equation: 
𝐶𝑂𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 𝛼𝐶𝑂𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠  
 I need to find a value for α.  I can combine the equations above, for the unannealed 
sample to come up with a value for it: 
𝛼 =
𝑎𝐻 + 𝑏
𝑂𝑎𝑐𝑡 ,𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
 
 Using alpha, I can calculate the actual oxygen concentration for an unannealed sample, 
assuming alpha is always a constant. 
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The final correlations are:  
 Ratio 18O/total ions+0.015* OH/total ions 
 Ratio 16O/total ions+0.32* OH/total ions 
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APPENDIX A.4: PRESSURE DEPENDENCE UNDER OTHER PRIMARY ELECTRON DONOR 
CONDITIONS  
 
Case 2: Titanium (3+) Interstitials dominate 
Defect concentration Pressure dependence 
Electron concentration P(O2)
-1/4 
Oxygen vacancy concentration None 
Oxygen interstitial (-1) concentration P(O2)
1/4 
Oxygen interstitial (-2) concentration None 
Oxygen interstitial (0) concentration P(O2)
1/2 
 
 
Mechanism Deff P dep. Kgen P dep. Lambda P Dep. 
Kick in /Kick out (int) P(O2)
(2-x)/4 P(O2)
(2-x)/4 no 
Dissociation (int) no no no 
Vac. Pair  Combination (Vac/int 
complex) 
no no no 
Int. Pair  Combination (int/int 
complex) 
None or P(O2)
-1 None or P(O2)
-1 no 
Vac . pair dissociation (vac/int 
complex) 
P(O2)
1/4 no None or P(O2)
1/8 
Int . pair dissociation (int/int 
complex) 
no no no 
*x is the magnitude of the oxygen interstitial charge state (assuming zero or negative charge state) 
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Case 3: Titanium (4+) Interstitials dominate 
Defect concentration Pressure dependence 
Electron concentration P(O2)
-1/5 
Oxygen vacancy concentration P(O2)
-1/10 
Oxygen interstitial (-1) concentration P(O2)
3/10 
Oxygen interstitial (-2) concentration P(O2)
1/10 
Oxygen interstitial (0) concentration P(O2)
1/2 
 
 
Mechanism Deff P dep. Kgen P dep. Lambda P Dep. 
Kick in /Kick out (int or int complex) P(O2)
(5-2x)/10 P(O2)
(3-x)/6 no 
Int dissociation (int or int complex) PO
1/10 no PO
1/20 
Vac. Pair  Combination (Vac/int 
complex) 
P(O2)
-1/5 P(O2)
-1/5 no 
Int. Pair  Combination (int/int 
complex) 
P(O2)
-1/5 or P(O2)
-
2/5 
P(O2)
-1/5 or P(O2)
-2/5 no 
Vac . pair dissociation (vac/int 
complex) 
P(O2)
1/2 or 
P(O2)
3/10 
no P(O2)
1/4 or 
P(O2)
3/20 
Int . pair dissociation (int/int 
complex) 
P(O2)
3/10 no P(O2)
3/20 
*x is the magnitude of the oxygen interstitial charge state (assuming zero or negative charge state) 
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APPENDIX A.5: MODEL FOR OXYGEN INTERSTITIAL DIFFUSION 
 
proc TiO2 {Eex ksurf kdiffOvac kdiffOi Etrap EdiffOi EdiffOvac E7 Esurf cov Name} { 
#Inputs the above values into FLOOPS.  Eex is the activation energy for the kick in/kick out 
annhiliation/generation of oxygen interstitials within the bulk.  Ksurf is the pre-exponential 
factor for oxygen at the surface.  kdiffOvac is the pre-exponential factor for oxygen vacancy 
diffusivity.  kdiffOi is the pre-exponential factor for oxygen interstitial diffusivity, Etrap is the 
ionization energy for oxygen.  EdiffOi is the activation energy for O interstitial diffusivity. E7 is 
the activation energy for dissociation of oxygen lattice sites into oxygen vac and int.  Esurf is 
the activation energy for the formation of oxygen interstitials from oxygen adsorbed on the 
surface.  Cov is the adsorption/desorption Langmuir activation energy.  
line x loc=0.000000 tag=top spac=0.0005 
line x loc=0.005775 spac=0.001 
line x loc=0.057750 spac=0.005 
line x loc=1.000000 spac=0.05 
line x loc=10.0 tag=bot spac=0.1 
region Silicon xlo=top xhi=bot 
init 
#defines grid in microns (spac is spacing for that portion of the grid) 
sel z =6.38e22 name=Osub store 
sel z =1.3e20 name=O18sub store 
sel z =1.49e14 name=Ovac store 
sel z =1.3e20*(7.75e9/6.38e22) name=O18i store 
 sel z =7.75e9 name=Oi store 
#initial concentrations of defects set by equilibrium energies.  This is manually changed for 
each temperature and oxygen pressure. 
solution name=Ovac solve !damp !negative add   
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#oxygen vacancies 
solution name=O18sub solve !damp !negative add 
#18O in lattice site 
solution name=Osub solve !damp !negative add 
#16 oxygen in lattice site 
solution name=O18i  solve !damp !negative add  
#18 oxygen interstitials 
solution name=Oi  solve !damp !negative add     
#16 oxygen interstitials 
pdbSetBoolean Silicon Potential TEDmodel 0 
#uses FLOOPS built in potential 
pdbSetBoolean Silicon Potential Pin 0 
#  no Fermi level pinning 
 
set tempK [pdbDelayDouble tempK] 
term name=kb add Silicon eqn = "8.617383e-05" 
term name=pi add Silicon eqn = "3.14159e0" 
term name=captr add Silicon eqn = "2.75e-8" 
#nearest neighbor distance for O 
term name=alpha add Silicon eqn = "kb*$tempK" 
term name=pre add Silicon eqn = "5e12" 
#pre-exponential for reactions, assumed to be equal to vibrational frequency due to a lack of 
better value. 
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term name=TO2Eg add Silicon eqn = "(3.09e0-(6.6e-4*$tempK))" 
#band gap with T variance 
term name=TO2ni add Silicon eqn = "2*((2*pi*$tempK*1.38e-23/(6.63e-
34)^2)^1.5)*((30*(9.11e-31)^2)^.75)*1.0e-6*exp(-1*TO2Eg/2/alpha)" 
#intrinsic electron concentration.  Assumed to be set by vacancy concentration. 
term name=no_orig add Silicon eqn = "2*Ovac+((4*Ovac^2)+TO2ni^2)^0.5"   
term name=TO2Eib add Silicon eqn = "-1*alpha*log(no_orig/TO2ni)"    
term name=TO2Ei add Silicon eqn = "TO2Eib-Potential" 
term name=Ev add Silicon eqn = "TO2Ei-TO2Eg/2" 
term name=Ec add Silicon eqn = "TO2Ei+TO2Eg/2" 
term name=EFb add Silicon eqn = "0.0" 
#energy levels in the bulk 
# Assume equilibrium electron and hole concentration 
 
term name=Myn add Silicon eqn = "TO2ni*exp((-TO2Ei)/(alpha))" 
term name=Myp add Silicon eqn = "TO2ni*exp(TO2Ei/alpha)" 
# Trap energies (ionization energy) 
term name=ETi3 add Silicon eqn = "((TO2Eg/3.09)*$Etrap)+Ev" 
 
# Diffusivity (Ovac, Oi, Tivac, Ti3, Ti4) 
term name=diffOi add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffOi*exp(-$EdiffOi/(kb*$tempK))" 
term name=diffOvac add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffOvac*exp(-$EdiffOvac/(kb*$tempK))" 
 
# Necessary terms to make diffusion equations readable by Floops (See Charlotte Kwok’s 
thesis for derivation) 
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term name=Ovac1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(2e0)*Ovac)" 
term name=Ovac2 add Silicon eqn = "(2.0e0)*Ovac*grad(Potential)" 
term name=Ovac3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((2.0e0)*Ovac)" 
  
term name=Oi1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*Oi)" 
term name=Oi2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*Oi*grad(Potential)" 
term name=Oi3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*Oi)" 
 
term name=O18i1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*O18i)" 
term name=O18i2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*O18i*grad(Potential)" 
term name=O18i3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*O18i)" 
 
# define the diffusion equations 
pdbSetString Silicon Ovac Equation "ddt(Ovac)-diffOvac*(grad(Ovac)+0.5e0/alpha*(Ovac1+ 
Ovac2- Ovac3))" 
pdbSetString Silicon O18i Equation "ddt(O18i)-diffOi*(grad(O18i)+0.5e0/alpha*(O18i1+O18i2-
O18i3))" 
pdbSetString Silicon Oi Equation "ddt(Oi)-diffOi*(grad(Oi)+0.5e0/alpha*(Oi1+Oi2-Oi3))" 
 
#reaction constants 
term name=K7 add Silicon eqn = "pre*exp(-$E7/(kb*$tempK))" 
term name=K8 add Silicon eqn = "4*pi*(diffOvac+diffOi)*2.78e-8" 
term name=Kex add Silicon eqn = "pre*exp(-$Eex/(kb*$tempK))" 
 
#reaction rates 
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term name=ROvac add Silicon eqn = "K7*(Osub+O18sub)-K8*Ovac*(Oi+O18i)" 
term name=ROi add Silicon eqn = "K7*(Osub)-K8*Ovac*Oi-Kex*Oi*O18sub+Kex*O18i*Osub" 
term name=ROsub add Silicon eqn = "-(K7)*(Osub)+K8*Ovac*Oi+Kex*Oi*O18sub-
Kex*O18i*Osub" 
term name=RO18i add Silicon eqn = "K7*(O18sub)-K8*Ovac*O18i+Kex*Oi*O18sub-Kex* 
O18i*Osub" 
term name=RO18sub add Silicon eqn = "-(K7)*(O18sub)+K8*Ovac*O18i-Kex*Oi*O18sub 
+Kex*O18i*Osub" 
 
#define stagnant species 
pdbSetString Silicon Osub Equation "ddt(Osub)-ROsub" 
pdbSetString Silicon O18sub Equation "ddt(O18sub)-RO18sub" 
 
set Ovaceqn [pdbGetString Silicon Ovac Equation] 
set Oieqn [pdbGetString Silicon Oi Equation] 
set O18ieqn [pdbGetString Silicon O18i Equation]  
 
pdbSetString Silicon Ovac Equation "$Ovaceqn-ROvac" 
pdbSetString Silicon Oi Equation "$Oieqn-ROi" 
pdbSetString Silicon O18i Equation "$O18ieqn-RO18i" 
#Boundary Conditions 
# no fermi level pinning 
 
if {[pdbGetBoolean Silicon Potential Pin]} { 
pdbSetBoolean Gas_Silicon Potential Fixed_Silicon 1 
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pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Potential Equation_Silicon "1e20*Potential_Silicon" 
} 
pdbSetBoolean Gas_Silicon O18i Fixed_Silicon 1 
#oxygen surface flux 
pdbSetString Gas_Silicon O18i Equation_Silicon "$ksurf*1.6e15*.01*((5e12*exp(-
1*$cov/(8.61738e-05*$tempK)))*6.58e-9)^.5/(1+(5e12*6.58e-9*(exp(-1*$cov/(8.61738e-
05*$tempK))))^.5)*exp(-1*$Esurf/(8.61738e-05*$tempK))" 
 
# no flux boundary condition 
pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Ovac Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Oi Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
pdbSetString Gas_Silicon O2i Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
 
# Annealing profile, Temperature must be changed for each run (Temperature ramp was 
determined from experiments) 
temp_ramp clear 
temp_ramp name=up1 trate=0.5865 time=((775))/(60.0*0.5865) temp=25.0 press=0.0 
#degrees per second, time in minutes, temp in C, pressure in atm 
temp_ramp name=flat1 trate=0.0 time=90 temp=800 press=0.0 
temp_ramp name=down1 trate=-1.527 time=(600)/(60.0*1.527) temp=800 press=0.0 
temp_ramp name=down2 trate=-0.155 time=(175)/(60.0*0.155) temp=200 press=0.0 
 
foreach step {up1 flat1 down1 down2} { 
puts "" 
puts "" 
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puts "!!!!!Doing $step !!!!!" 
puts "" 
puts "" 
 
diffuse name=$step adapt init=1e-10 
} 
struct outf=test1final.str 
 sel z=(Oi) 
integral outf=$Name.final 
# output result 
 
struct outf=$Name.str 
sel z=(O18sub) 
print.2file outf=$Name.o18sub.final 
 
sel z=(O18i) 
print.2file outf=$Name.o18i.final 
 
sel z=(Oi) 
print.2file outf=$Name.oi.final 
 
sel z=(Ovac) 
print.2file outf=$Name.ovac.final 
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sel z=(O18sub+O18i) 
print.2file outf=$Name.ototal.final 
} 
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APPENDIX A.6: MATLAB CODE FOR PARAMETER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 
% compute sensitivity coefficient, TIO2 trial one 
clear 
data = [5.52 5e12 4.68e-4 4.7e-3 1.9 2 5.1 1.3 2]; 
%profile change 
standard=load(['SATIO2_1_up.ototal.final']); 
for i =1:9 
    mat(1,i) = 0; 
    a = [num2str(i)]; 
    %read in output from Floops 
    mat_up = load (['SATIO2_',a,'_up.ototal.final']); 
    mat_dn = load (['SATIO2_',a,'_dn.ototal.final']); 
    mat_mid = load (['SATIO2_mid.ototal.final']); 
    newmat_up=interp1(mat_up(:,1),mat_up(:,2),standard(:,1)); 
    newmat_dn=interp1(mat_dn(:,1),mat_dn(:,2),standard(:,1)); 
    newmat_mid=interp1(mat_mid(:,1),mat_mid(:,2),standard(:,1)); 
    q=size(newmat_up,1); 
    for p = 20:q 
         
        mat(1,i) = mat(1,i) + abs(((newmat_up(p)-Newmat_dn(p))*data(i)/2/ 
(0.1*data(i)) /newmat_mid(p))); 
    end 
end 
mat = mat'; 
save ('SAconcexchange_6501e-6_mat.txt', 'mat', '-ascii', '-double', '-tabs'); 
% 
 
clear 
data = [5.52 5e12 4.68e-4 4.7e-3 1.9 2 5.1 1.3 2]; 
 
standard=load(['SATIO2_1_up.ototal.final']); 
for z =1:9 
    mat(1,z) = 0; 
    a = [num2str(z)]; 
    %read in output from Floops 
    mat_up = load (['SATIO2_',a,'_up.ototal.final']); 
    mat_dn = load (['SATIO2_',a,'_dn.ototal.final']); 
    mat_mid = load (['SATIO2_mid.ototal.final']); 
        newmat_up=interp1(mat_up(:,1),mat_up(:,2),standard(:,1)); 
    newmat_dn=interp1(mat_dn(:,1),mat_dn(:,2),standard(:,1)); 
    newmat_mid=interp1(mat_mid(:,1),mat_mid(:,2),standard(:,1)); 
    q=size(newmat_up,1); 
j=0; 
k=size (standard); 
for i=1:k 
    x_up(i)=mat_up(i,1); 
    y_up(i)=mat_up(i,2); 
    x_dn(i)=mat_dn(i,1); 
    y_dn(i)=mat_dn(i,2); 
    x_mid(i)=mat_mid(i,1); 
    y_mid(i)=mat_mid(i,2); 
    
    newy_up (i) =  log ((y_up(i)-1e+20)/(2.02E+22-1e+20)); 
    newy_mid (i) =  log ((y_mid(i)-1e+20)/(2.02E+22-1e+20));     
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    newy_dn (i) =  log ((y_dn(i)-1e+20)/(2.02E+22-1e+20)); 
    if j==0; 
    if x_up(i)>3e-6 
        j=1; 
        m=i; 
        end 
  
    
    end 
end 
for n=m:k 
   
    xnew_up(n)=x_up(n); 
       ynew_up(n)=newy_up(n); 
           xnew_dn(n)=x_dn(n); 
       ynew_dn(n)=newy_dn(n); 
           xnew_mid(n)=x_mid(n); 
       ynew_mid(n)=newy_mid(n); 
end 
  
fit_up=polyfit(xnew_up, ynew_up, 1); 
  
slope_up=fit_up(1,1); 
intercept_up=fit_up(1,2); 
  
fit_dn=polyfit(xnew_dn, ynew_dn, 1); 
  
slope_dn=fit_dn(1,1); 
intercept_dn=fit_dn(1,2); 
  
fit_mid=polyfit(xnew_mid, ynew_mid, 1); 
  
slope_mid=fit_mid(1,1); 
intercept_mid=fit_mid(1,2); 
     
if i=1         
        mat_slope(1,z) = abs(((slope_up-slope_dn)*data(z)/2/ 
(0.1*data(z))/slope_mid)); 
        mat_intercept(1,z) = abs(((intercept_up-intercept_dn)*data(z)/2/ 
(0.1*data(z))/intercept_mid)); 
end 
if 1<i<5        
        mat_slope(1,z) = abs(((slope_up-slope_dn)*log(data(z))/2/ 
(0.1*log(data(z)))/slope_mid)); 
        mat_intercept(1,z) = abs(((intercept_up-intercept_dn)*log(data(z))/2/ 
(0.1*lo(data(z)))/intercept_mid)); 
end 
if i>4 
   mat_slope(1,z) = abs(((slope_up-
slope_dn)*data(z)/2/(0.1*data(z))/slope_mid)); 
        mat_intercept(1,z) = abs(((intercept_up-intercept_dn)*data(z)/2/ 
(0.1*data(z))/intercept_mid)); 
end  
end 
mat_slope = mat_slope'; 
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mat_intercept = mat_intercept'; 
save ('SAslopeexchange6501e-6_mat.txt', 'mat_slope', '-ascii', '-double', '-
tabs'); 
  
save ('SAinterceptexchange6501e-6_mat.txt', 'mat_intercept', '-ascii', '-
double', '-tabs'); 
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APPENDIX A.7:  MODEL FOR DIFFUSION OF (TIVAC-OINT) COMPLEX 
 
proc TiO2 {kdiffTi kdiffOvac kdiffOi kdiffTivac kdiffTivacOi Etrap EdiffTi EdiffOi EdiffOvac 
EdiffTivac EdiffTivacOi E1 E7 Esurf cov Name} { 
 
       line x loc=0.000000 tag=top spac=0.001 
       line x loc=0.005000 spac=0.005 
       line x loc=0.050000 spac=0.01 
       line x loc=1.000000 spac=0.1 
       line x loc=10.0 tag=bot spac=.5 
       region Silicon xlo=top xhi=bot 
       init 
#define grid in microns (spac is spacing for that portion of the grid) 
 
       sel z = 1 name=Ti store 
       sel z = 3.19e22 name=Tisub store 
       sel z =6.38e22 name=Osub store 
       sel z =1e20 name=O18sub store 
       sel z =3.43e18 name=Oi store 
       sel z =4.78e12 name=Ovac store 
       sel z =1e20*(3.43e18/6.38e22) name=O18i store 
       sel z =1 name=Tivac store 
       sel z =1 name=TivacOi store 
       sel z =1 name=TivacO18i store 
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       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(O18i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.initial.O18i 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
# define the species to be simulated 
 
       solution name=Ovac solve !damp !negative add   
#oxygen vacancies 
 
       solution name=O18sub solve !damp !negative add 
       solution name=Osub solve !damp !negative add 
#oxygen substitutional 
 
       solution name=Oi  solve !damp !negative add     
       solution name=O18i  solve !damp !negative add     
#oxygen interstitials 
     solution name=Tivac solve !damp !negative add 
#Ti Vacancy 
 
       solution name=Ti solve !damp !negative add 
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       solution name=Tisub solve !damp !negative add 
       solution name=TivacOi solve !damp !negative add 
       solution name=TivacO18i solve !damp !negative add 
 
# Choosing Poisson Eqn and its boundary condition 
 
       pdbSetBoolean Silicon Potential TEDmodel 0 
       pdbSetBoolean Silicon Potential Pin 0 
 
 
# define all the parameters (diffusivity, rate of reaction, etc) 
# Common parameters (note: Ea is binding energy) 
 
       set tempK [pdbDelayDouble tempK] 
       term name=kb add Silicon eqn = "8.617383e-05" 
       term name=pi add Silicon eqn = "3.14159e0" 
       term name=captr add Silicon eqn = "2.75e-8" 
#nearest neighbor distance for Ti 
       term name=alpha add Silicon eqn = "kb*$tempK" 
       term name=pre add Silicon eqn = "5e12" 
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# Energy levels, assume charge neutrality in the bulk, 
       term name=TO2Eg add Silicon eqn = "(3.09e0-(6.6e-4*$tempK))" 
#band gap with T varience 
       term name=TO2ni add Silicon eqn = "2*((2*pi*$tempK*1.38e-23/(6.63e-
34)^2)^1.5)*((30*(9.11e-31)^2)^.75)*1.0e-6*exp(-1*TO2Eg/2/alpha)" 
       term name=no_orig add Silicon eqn = "2*Ovac+((4*Ovac^2)+TO2ni^2)^0.5"   
       term name=TO2Eib add Silicon eqn = "-1*alpha*log(no_orig/TO2ni)"    
 
# Energy levels 
 
       term name=TO2Ei add Silicon eqn = "TO2Eib-Potential" 
       term name=Ev add Silicon eqn = "TO2Ei-TO2Eg/2" 
       term name=Ec add Silicon eqn = "TO2Ei+TO2Eg/2" 
       term name=EFb add Silicon eqn = "0.0" 
 
 
# Assume equilibrium electron and hole concentration 
 
       term name=Myn add Silicon eqn = "TO2ni*exp((-TO2Ei)/(alpha))" 
       term name=Myp add Silicon eqn = "TO2ni*exp(TO2Ei/alpha)" 
 
 
# Trap energies (ionization energy) 
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       term name=ETi3 add Silicon eqn = "((TO2Eg/3.09)*$Etrap)+Ev" 
 
# population of charge species (Ti (+3), Ti(+4), Tivac(-3), Oi(0), Ovac (++)) --- Fermi dirac 
statistics 
       term name=popTi3 add Silicon eqn = "1/(1+0.5e0*exp((ETi3-EFb)/(kb*$tempK)))" 
       term name=popTi4 add Silicon eqn = "1-popTi3" 
 
# Diffusivity (Ovac, Oi, Tivac, Ti3, Ti4) 
       term name=diffTi add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffTi*exp(-$EdiffTi/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=diffOi add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffOi*exp(-$EdiffOi/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=diffOvac add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffOvac*exp(-$EdiffOvac/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=diffTivac add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffTivac*exp(-$EdiffTivac/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=diffTivacOi add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffTivacOi*exp(-$EdiffTivacOi/(kb*$tempK))" 
 
# Necessary terms to make diffusion equations readable by Floops 
       term name=Ovac1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(2e0)*Ovac)" 
       term name=Ovac2 add Silicon eqn = "(2.0e0)*Ovac*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=Ovac3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((2.0e0)*Ovac)" 
  
       term name=Oi1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*Oi)" 
       term name=Oi2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*Oi*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=Oi3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*Oi)" 
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 term name=O18i1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*O18i)" 
 term name=O18i2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*O18i*grad(Potential)" 
 term name=O18i3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*O18i)" 
 
       term name=Tivac1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(-4.0e0)*Tivac)" 
       term name=Tivac2 add Silicon eqn = "(-4.0e0)*Tivac*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=Tivac3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((-4.0e0)*Tivac)" 
 
       term name=TivacOi1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*TivacOi)" 
       term name=TivacOi2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*TivacOi*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=TivacOi3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*TivacOi)" 
 
       term name=TivacO18i1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*TivacO18i)" 
       term name=TivacO18i2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*TivacO18i*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=TivacO18i3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*TivacO18i)" 
 
        term name=Ti1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(4.0e0*popTi4+3.0e0*popTi3)*Ti)" 
       term name=Ti2 add Silicon eqn = "(4.0e0*popTi4+3.0e0*popTi3)*Ti*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=Ti3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((4.0e0*popTi4+3.0e0*popTi3)*Ti)" 
  
# define the diffusion equations 
       pdbSetString Silicon Ovac Equation "ddt(Ovac)-
diffOvac*(grad(Ovac)+0.5e0/alpha*(Ovac1+Ovac2-Ovac3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Ti Equation "ddt(Ti)-diffTi*(grad(Ti)+0.5e0/alpha*(Ti1+Ti2-Ti3))" 
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       pdbSetString Silicon Oi Equation "ddt(Oi)-diffOi*(grad(Oi)+0.5e0/alpha*(Oi1+Oi2-Oi3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon O18i Equation "ddt(O18i)-
diffOi*(grad(O18i)+0.5e0/alpha*(O18i1+O18i2-O18i3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon TivacOi Equation "ddt(TivacOi)-
diffTivacOi*(grad(TivacOi)+0.5e0/alpha*(TivacOi1+TivacOi2-TivacOi3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon TivacO18i Equation "ddt(TivacO18i)-
diffTivacOi*(grad(TivacO18i)+0.5e0/alpha*(TivacO18i1+TivacO18i2-TivacO18i3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Tivac Equation "ddt(Tivac)-
diffTivac*(grad(Tivac)+0.5e0/alpha*(Tivac1+Tivac2-Tivac3))" 
#reaction constants 
       term name=K1 add Silicon eqn = "exp(22.9)*exp(-$E1/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=K2 add Silicon eqn = "4*pi*(diffTivac+diffTi)*2.95e-8" 
       term name=K7 add Silicon eqn = "pre*exp(-$E7/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=K8 add Silicon eqn = "4*pi*(diffOvac+diffOi)*2.78e-8"        
       term name=K16 add Silicon eqn = "4*pi*(diffOi)*2.78e-8" 
 
#reaction rates 
 
       term name=ROvac add Silicon eqn = "K7*(Osub+O18sub)-K8*Ovac*(O18i+Oi)" 
       term name=ROi add Silicon eqn = "K7*(Osub)-K8*Ovac*Oi-K16*Tivac*Oi" 
       term name=RO18i add Silicon eqn = "K7*(O18sub)-K8*Ovac*O18i-K16*Tivac*O18i" 
       term name=ROsub add Silicon eqn = "-K7*(Osub)+K8*Ovac*Oi" 
       term name=RO18sub add Silicon eqn = "-K7*(O18sub)+K8*Ovac*O18i" 
       term name=RTivac add Silicon eqn = "K1*(Tisub)-K2*(Ti)*Tivac-K16*Tivac*(O18i+Oi)" 
       term name=RTi add Silicon eqn = "K1*Tisub-K2*Ti*Tivac" 
       term name=RTisub add Silicon eqn = "-K1*(Tisub)+K2*(Ti)*Tivac" 
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       term name=RTivacOi add Silicon eqn = "K16*Tivac*Oi" 
       term name=RTivacO18i add Silicon eqn = "K16*Tivac*O18i" 
#define stagnant species 
       pdbSetString Silicon Osub Equation "ddt(Osub)-ROsub" 
       pdbSetString Silicon O18sub Equation "ddt(O18sub)-RO18sub" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Tisub Equation "ddt(Tisub)+RTisub" 
 
       set Ovaceqn [pdbGetString Silicon Ovac Equation] 
       set Oieqn [pdbGetString Silicon Oi Equation] 
       set O18ieqn [pdbGetString Silicon O18i Equation] 
       set Tivaceqn [pdbGetString Silicon Tivac Equation] 
       set TivacOieqn [pdbGetString Silicon TivacOi Equation] 
       set TivacO18ieqn [pdbGetString Silicon TivacO18i Equation] 
       set Tieqn [pdbGetString Silicon Ti Equation] 
    
       pdbSetString Silicon Ovac Equation "$Ovaceqn-ROvac" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Oi Equation "$Oieqn-ROi" 
       pdbSetString Silicon O18i Equation "$O18ieqn-RO18i" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Tivac Equation "$Tivaceqn-RTivac" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Ti Equation "$Tieqn-RTi" 
       pdbSetString Silicon TivacOi Equation "$TivacOieqn-RTivacOi" 
       pdbSetString Silicon TivacO18i Equation "$TivacO18ieqn-RTivacO18i" 
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#Boundary Conditions 
# no fermi level pinning 
 
       if {[pdbGetBoolean Silicon Potential Pin]} { 
       pdbSetBoolean Gas_Silicon Potential Fixed_Silicon 1 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Potential Equation_Silicon "1e20*Potential_Silicon" 
       } 
pdbSetString Gas_Silicon O18i Equation_Silicon "5e12*2.53e11*1e-2*((exp(1*$cov/(8.61738e-
05*$tempK)))*1e-7)^.5/(1+(1e-7*(exp(-1*$cov/(8.61738e-05*$tempK))))^.5)*exp(-
1*$Esurf/(8.61738e-05*$tempK))" 
 
# no flux boundary condition 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Ovac Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Oi Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Tivac Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Ti Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon TivacOi Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon TivacO18i Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
 
# Annealing profile 
       temp_ramp clear 
 
       temp_ramp name=up1 trate=0.5865 time=(695)/(60.0*0.5865) temp=25.0 press=0.0 
 
#degrees per second, time in minutes, temp in C, pressure in ? check manual 
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       temp_ramp name=flat1 trate=0.0 time=90 temp=720 press=0.0 
       temp_ramp name=down1 trate=-1.527 time=(520)/(60.0*1.527) temp=720 press=0.0 
       temp_ramp name=down2 trate=-0.155 time=(175)/(60.0*0.155) temp=200 press=0.0 
 
foreach step {up1 flat1 down1 down2} { 
       puts "" 
       puts "" 
       puts "!!!!!Doing $step !!!!!" 
       puts "" 
       puts "" 
 
       diffuse name=$step adapt init=1e-10 
       struct outf=$Name.$step.str 
 
} 
       struct outf=test.str 
        sel z=(O18sub+O18i+TivacO18i) 
       integral outf=$Name.final 
   
# output result 
       sel z=(O18sub+O18i+TivacO18i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.allO18 
struct outf=$Name.str 
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       sel z=(O18sub) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.O18sub 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(O18i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.o18i 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Ti) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.Ti 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Oi) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.Oi 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Tivac) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.Tivac 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(TivacOi) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.TivacOi 
struct outf=$Name.str 
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       sel z=(TivacO18i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.TivacO18i 
} 
 
TiO2 3.8 4.68e-4 4.7e-3 1e-3 1e-3 9.24 2.85 2.37 2.37 1.91 2.6 7 4.88 1.75 1.1 tivoi 
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APPENDIX A.8 MODEL FOR DIFFUSION OF (TIINT – OINT) COMPLEX 
proc TiO2 {kdiffTi kdiffOvac kdiffOi kdiffTivac kdiffTiOi Etrap EdiffTi EdiffOi EdiffOvac EdiffTivac 
EdiffTiOi E1 E7 Esurf cov Name} { 
#input the above variables into program. 
 
# Initializing 
 
       line x loc=0.000000 tag=top spac=0.001 
       line x loc=0.005000 spac=0.005 
       line x loc=0.050000 spac=0.01 
       line x loc=1.000000 spac=0.1 
       line x loc=10.0 tag=bot spac=.5 
       region Silicon xlo=top xhi=bot 
       init 
#define grid in microns (spac is spacing for that portion of the grid) 
 
       sel z = 1 name=Ti store 
       sel z = 3.19e22 name=Tisub store 
       sel z =6.38e22 name=Osub store 
       sel z =1e20 name=O18sub store 
       sel z =3.43e18 name=Oi store 
       sel z =4.78e12 name=Ovac store 
       sel z =1e20*(3.43e18/6.38e22) name=O18i store 
       sel z =1 name=Tivac store 
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       sel z =1 name=TiOi store 
       sel z =1 name=TiO18i store 
        
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(O18i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.initial.O18i 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
# define the species to be simulated 
 
       solution name=Ovac solve !damp !negative add   
#oxygen vacancies 
 
       solution name=O18sub solve !damp !negative add 
       solution name=Osub solve !damp !negative add 
#oxygen substitutional 
 
       solution name=Oi  solve !damp !negative add     
       solution name=O18i  solve !damp !negative add     
#oxygen interstitials 
 
      solution name=Tivac solve !damp !negative add 
#Ti Vacancy 
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       solution name=Ti solve !damp !negative add 
       solution name=Tisub solve !damp !negative add 
       solution name=TiOi solve !damp !negative add 
       solution name=TiO18i solve !damp !negative add 
 
# Choosing Poisson Eqn and its boundary condition 
 
       pdbSetBoolean Silicon Potential TEDmodel 0 
       pdbSetBoolean Silicon Potential Pin 0 
 
# define all the parameters (diffusivity, rate of reaction, etc) 
 
# Common parameters (note: Ea is binding energy) 
 
       set tempK [pdbDelayDouble tempK] 
       term name=kb add Silicon eqn = "8.617383e-05" 
       term name=pi add Silicon eqn = "3.14159e0" 
       term name=captr add Silicon eqn = "2.95e-8" 
#nearest neighbor distance for Ti 
       term name=alpha add Silicon eqn = "kb*$tempK" 
       term name=pre add Silicon eqn = "5e12" 
 
# Energy levels, assume charge neutrality in the bulk, 
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       term name=TO2Eg add Silicon eqn = "(3.09e0-(6.6e-4*$tempK))" 
#band gap with T varience 
       term name=TO2ni add Silicon eqn = "2*((2*pi*$tempK*1.38e-23/(6.63e-
34)^2)^1.5)*((30*(9.11e-31)^2)^.75)*1.0e-6*exp(-1*TO2Eg/2/alpha)" 
       term name=no_orig add Silicon eqn = "2*Ovac+((4*Ovac^2)+TO2ni^2)^0.5"   
       term name=TO2Eib add Silicon eqn = "-1*alpha*log(no_orig/TO2ni)"    
 
# Energy levels 
 
       term name=TO2Ei add Silicon eqn = "TO2Eib-Potential" 
       term name=Ev add Silicon eqn = "TO2Ei-TO2Eg/2" 
       term name=Ec add Silicon eqn = "TO2Ei+TO2Eg/2" 
       term name=EFb add Silicon eqn = "0.0" 
 
 
# Assume equilibrium electron and hole concentration 
       term name=Myn add Silicon eqn = "TO2ni*exp((-TO2Ei)/(alpha))" 
       term name=Myp add Silicon eqn = "TO2ni*exp(TO2Ei/alpha)" 
 
 
# Trap energies (ionization energy) 
 
       term name=ETi3 add Silicon eqn = "((TO2Eg/3.09)*$Etrap)+Ev" 
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# population of charge species (Ti (+3), Ti(+4), Tivac(-3), Oi(0), Ovac (++)) --- Fermi dirac 
statistics 
 
 
       term name=popTi3 add Silicon eqn = "1/(1+0.5e0*exp((ETi3-EFb)/(kb*$tempK)))" 
       term name=popTi4 add Silicon eqn = "1-popTi3" 
 
# Diffusivity (Ovac, Oi, Tivac, Ti3, Ti4 
       term name=diffTi add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffTi*exp(-$EdiffTi/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=diffOi add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffOi*exp(-$EdiffOi/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=diffOvac add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffOvac*exp(-$EdiffOvac/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=diffTivac add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffTivac*exp(-$EdiffTivac/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=diffTiOi add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffTiOi*exp(-$EdiffTiOi/(kb*$tempK))" 
 
# Necessary terms to make diffusion equations readable by Floops 
       term name=Ovac1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(2e0)*Ovac)" 
       term name=Ovac2 add Silicon eqn = "(2.0e0)*Ovac*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=Ovac3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((2.0e0)*Ovac)" 
  
       term name=Oi1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*Oi)" 
       term name=Oi2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*Oi*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=Oi3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*Oi)" 
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 term name=O18i1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*O18i)" 
 term name=O18i2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*O18i*grad(Potential)" 
 term name=O18i3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*O18i)" 
 
       term name=Tivac1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(-4.0e0)*Tivac)" 
       term name=Tivac2 add Silicon eqn = "(-4.0e0)*Tivac*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=Tivac3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((-4.0e0)*Tivac)" 
 
       term name=TiOi1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*TiOi)" 
       term name=TiOi2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*TiOi*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=TiOi3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*TiOi)" 
 
       term name=TiO18i1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(0e0)*TiO18i)" 
       term name=TiO18i2 add Silicon eqn = "(0e0)*TiO18i*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=TiO18i3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((0e0)*TiO18i)" 
 
  
 
       term name=Ti1 add Silicon eqn = "grad(Potential*(4.0e0*popTi4+3.0e0*popTi3)*Ti)" 
       term name=Ti2 add Silicon eqn = "(4.0e0*popTi4+3.0e0*popTi3)*Ti*grad(Potential)" 
       term name=Ti3 add Silicon eqn = "Potential*grad((4.0e0*popTi4+3.0e0*popTi3)*Ti)" 
  
# define the diffusion equations 
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       pdbSetString Silicon Ovac Equation "ddt(Ovac)-
diffOvac*(grad(Ovac)+0.5e0/alpha*(Ovac1+Ovac2-Ovac3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Ti Equation "ddt(Ti)-diffTi*(grad(Ti)+0.5e0/alpha*(Ti1+Ti2-Ti3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Oi Equation "ddt(Oi)-diffOi*(grad(Oi)+0.5e0/alpha*(Oi1+Oi2-Oi3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon O18i Equation "ddt(O18i)-
diffOi*(grad(O18i)+0.5e0/alpha*(O18i1+O18i2-O18i3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon TiOi Equation "ddt(TiOi)-diffTiOi*(grad(TiOi)+0.5e0/alpha*(TiOi1+TiOi2-
TiOi3))" 
       pdbSetString Silicon TiO18i Equation "ddt(TiO18i)-
diffTiOi*(grad(TiO18i)+0.5e0/alpha*(TiO18i1+TiO18i2-TiO18i3))" 
      
       pdbSetString Silicon Tivac Equation "ddt(Tivac)-
diffTivac*(grad(Tivac)+0.5e0/alpha*(Tivac1+Tivac2-Tivac3))" 
 
#reaction constants 
 
       term name=K1 add Silicon eqn = "exp(22.9)*exp(-$E1/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=K2 add Silicon eqn = "4*pi*(diffTivac+diffTi)*2.95e-8" 
       term name=K7 add Silicon eqn = "pre*exp(-$E7/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=K8 add Silicon eqn = "4*pi*(diffOvac+diffOi)*2.78e-8"        
       term name=K15 add Silicon eqn = "4*pi*(diffTi+diffOi)*2.78e-8" 
 
#reaction rates 
       term name=ROvac add Silicon eqn = "K7*(Osub+O18sub)-K8*Ovac*(O18i+Oi)" 
#added O18sub 
       term name=ROi add Silicon eqn = "K7*(Osub)-K8*Ovac*Oi-K15*Ti*Oi" 
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       term name=RO18i add Silicon eqn = "K7*(O18sub)-K8*Ovac*O18i-K15*Ti*O18i" 
       term name=ROsub add Silicon eqn = "-K7*(Osub)+K8*Ovac*Oi" 
       term name=RO18sub add Silicon eqn = "-K7*(O18sub)+K8*Ovac*O18i" 
#added above 
 
       term name=RTivac add Silicon eqn = "K1*(Tisub)-K2*(Ti)*Tivac" 
       term name=RTi add Silicon eqn = "K1*Tisub-K2*Ti*Tivac-K15*Ti*(O18i+Oi)" 
       term name=RTisub add Silicon eqn = "-K1*(Tisub)+K2*(Ti)*Tivac" 
       term name=RO2i add Silicon eqn = "K9*Osub*Oi-K13*O2i" 
       term name=RTiOi add Silicon eqn = "K15*Ti*Oi" 
       term name=RTiO18i add Silicon eqn = "K15*Ti*O18i" 
#define stagnant species 
       pdbSetString Silicon Osub Equation "ddt(Osub)-ROsub" 
       pdbSetString Silicon O18sub Equation "ddt(O18sub)-RO18sub" 
#added above 
 
       pdbSetString Silicon Tisub Equation "ddt(Tisub)-RTisub" 
       set Ovaceqn [pdbGetString Silicon Ovac Equation] 
       set Oieqn [pdbGetString Silicon Oi Equation] 
       set O18ieqn [pdbGetString Silicon O18i Equation] 
      set Tivaceqn [pdbGetString Silicon Tivac Equation] 
      set TiOieqn [pdbGetString Silicon TiOi Equation] 
      set TiO18ieqn [pdbGetString Silicon TiO18i Equation] 
       set Tieqn [pdbGetString Silicon Ti Equation] 
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       pdbSetString Silicon Ovac Equation "$Ovaceqn-ROvac" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Oi Equation "$Oieqn-ROi" 
       pdbSetString Silicon O18i Equation "$O18ieqn-RO18i" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Tivac Equation "$Tivaceqn-RTivac" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Ti Equation "$Tieqn-RTi" 
       pdbSetString Silicon TiOi Equation "$TiOieqn-RTiOi" 
       pdbSetString Silicon TiO18i Equation "$TiO18ieqn-RTiO18i" 
 
 
#Boundary Conditions 
# no fermi level pinning 
 
       if {[pdbGetBoolean Silicon Potential Pin]} { 
       pdbSetBoolean Gas_Silicon Potential Fixed_Silicon 1 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Potential Equation_Silicon "1e20*Potential_Silicon" 
       } 
pdbSetString Gas_Silicon O18i Equation_Silicon "5e12*2.53e11*1e-2*((exp(1*$cov/(8.61738e-
05*$tempK)))*1e-7)^.5/(1+(1e-7*(exp(-1*$cov/(8.61738e-05*$tempK))))^.5)*exp(-
1*$Esurf/(8.61738e-05*$tempK))" 
 
# no flux boundary condition 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Ovac Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Oi Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Tivac Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
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       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Ti3 Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Ti4 Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon TiOi Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon TiO18i Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
 
#add for calcium 
 
# Annealing profile 
       temp_ramp clear 
       temp_ramp name=up1 trate=0.5865 time=(695)/(60.0*0.5865) temp=25.0 press=0.0 
#degrees per second, time in minutes, temp in C, pressure in ? check manual 
 
       temp_ramp name=flat1 trate=0.0 time=90 temp=720 press=0.0 
       temp_ramp name=down1 trate=-1.527 time=(520)/(60.0*1.527) temp=720 press=0.0 
       temp_ramp name=down2 trate=-0.155 time=(175)/(60.0*0.155) temp=200 press=0.0 
       foreach step {up1 flat1 down1 down2} { 
       puts "" 
       puts "" 
       puts "!!!!!Doing $step !!!!!" 
       puts "" 
       puts "" 
       diffuse name=$step adapt init=1e-10 
 
} 
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       struct outf=test.str 
        sel z=(O18sub+O18i+TiO18i) 
       integral outf=$Name.final 
   
# output result 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
       sel z=(O18sub+O18i+TiO18i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.all18 
struct outf=$Name.str 
       sel z=(O18sub) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.O18sub 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(O18i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.o18i 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Ti) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.Ti 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Oi) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.Oi 
struct outf=$Name.str 
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       sel z=(Tivac) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.Tivac 
 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(TiOi) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.TiOi 
struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(TiO18i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.O18.TiO18i 
} 
 
TiO2 3.8 4.68e-4 4.7e-3 1e-3 1e-3 9.24 2.85 2.37 2.37 1.91 2.6 2 4.88 1.75 1.1 tioint_mid 
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APPENDIX A.9:  EXPERIMENTAL ERROR ESTIMATION 
Estimating experimental error: 
To begin I took my best experimental runs and performed an analysis to get an idea of the error in each 
of the runs.  For each experiment I have 3 SIMS runs to look at.  I can therefore, get an estimate of the 
error in each experimental measurement from these.   
The error was calculated using the equation:  
𝜎2 =
1
𝑁 − 1
 (𝐶𝐾
𝑁
𝐾=1
− 𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 )
2 
This was then plotted on the plot below. (Normalized error is also shown below.) 
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From the plot, I separated out the data into groups with around the same error.  The error for the entire 
group was calculated as a function of depth using the equation below: 
𝜎2 =
1
𝜅 − 1
 (𝐶𝑘
𝜅
𝑘=1
− 𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 )
2 
From these, the errors were plotted as shown below: 
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From the plot the value for the error, σ, was calculated as a function of depth according to the value 
found on the plot above. 
y = 6.17E+20e-1.37E-01x
R² = 9.92E-01
y = 1.20E+20e-8.97E-02x
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APPENDIX A.10: MATLAB CODE FOR UNCERTAINTY CALCULATION 
 
data = [7.94e+10 7.94e-6 1.25 1.75 3.25]; 
for i=1:2 
data_up(i) = 10^(log10(data(i))+.1); 
data_dn(i) = 10^(log10(data(i))-.1); 
end 
 
for i=3:5 
data_up(i) = data(i)+.1; 
data_dn(i) = data(i)-.1; 
end 
data_mid=data; 
 
ksurf(1)=data_up(1); 
ksurf(2)=data_mid(1); 
ksurf(3)=data_dn(1); 
Cov(1)=data_up(5); 
Cov(2)=data_mid(5); 
Cov(3)=data_dn(5); 
kdiff(1)=data_up(2); 
kdiff(2)=data_mid(2); 
kdiff(3)=data_dn(2); 
Odiff(1)=data_up(3); 
Odiff(2)=data_mid(3); 
Odiff(3)=data_dn(3); 
Esurf(1)=data_up(4); 
Esurf(2)=data_mid(4); 
Esurf(3)=data_dn(4); 
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depth = load (['spacing.txt']); 
*Starting here do this section for each experimental run until *** changing the index of the input files (XX in 
PFXX) and the index on Vbinv 
average = load (['110_avg.txt']); 
for i = 1:5; 
f=0; 
Vy=0; 
ksurfhi = load(['PF27_ksurf1.ototal.final']); 
ksurfmid = load(['PF27_ksurf2.ototal.final']); 
ksurflo = load(['PF27_ksurf3.o18sub.final']); 
covhi = load(['PF27_cov1.ototal.final']); 
covmid = load(['PF27_cov2.ototal.final']); 
covlo = load(['PF27_cov3.ototal.final']); 
kdiffhi = load(['PF27_kdiff1.ototal.final']); 
kdiffmid = load(['PF27_kdiff2.ototal.final']); 
kdifflo = load(['PF27_kdiff3.ototal.final']); 
Odiffhi = load(['PF27_Odiff1.ototal.final']); 
Odiffmid = load(['PF27_Odiff2.ototal.final']); 
Odifflo = load(['PF27_Odiff3.ototal.final']); 
Esurfhi = load(['PF27_Esurf1.ototal.final']); 
Esurfmid = load(['PF27_Esurf2.ototal.final']); 
Esurflo = load(['PF27_Esurf3.ototal.final']); 
covarksurf=0; 
covarcov=0; 
covarkdiff=0; 
covarEdiff=0; 
covarEsurf=0; 
derivksurf=0; 
derivEsurf=0; 
derivcov=0; 
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derivkdiff=0; 
derivEdiff=0; 
t=0; 
q = size (depth); 
ksurf_up=polyfit(ksurfhi(2:10,1),log((ksurfhi(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)),1); 
ksurf_mid=polyfit(ksurfmid(2:10,1),log((ksurfmid(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)),1); 
ksurf_dn=polyfit(ksurflo(2:10,1),log((ksurflo(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)),1); 
Esurf_up=polyfit(Esurfhi(2:10,1),log((Esurfhi(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)),1); 
Esurf_dn=polyfit(Esurflo(2:10,1),log((Esurflo(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)),1); 
Ediff_up=polyfit(Odiffhi(2:10,1),log((Odiffhi(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)),1); 
Ediff_dn=polyfit(Odifflo(2:10,1),log((Odifflo(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)),1); 
kdiff_up=polyfit(kdiffhi(2:10,1),log((kdiffhi(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)),1); 
kdiff_dn=polyfit(kdifflo(2:10,1),log((kdifflo(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)),1); 
Cov_up=polyfit(covhi(2:10,1),log((covhi(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)), 1); 
Cov_dn=polyfit(covlo(2:10,1),log((covlo(2:10,2)-.6e20)/(2.02e22-.6e20)), 1); 
for i=1:q 
if average(i)>0 
average2(i)=average(i) 
ksurfmid2(i)=ksurflo(i,1) 
end 
end 
avg=polyfit(ksurfmid2,log((average2-.6e20)/(2.02e22)), 1); 
covar(1)=((ksurf_mid(1,1)-avg(1,1))^2/2); 
covar(2)=sqrt((ksurf_mid(1,2)-avg(1,2))^2/2); 
deriv(1,1)=(ksurf_up(1,1)-ksurf_dn(1,1))/.2; 
deriv(1,2)=(ksurf_up(1,2)-ksurf_dn(1,2))/.2; 
deriv(2,1)=(kdiff_up(1,1)-kdiff_dn(1,1))/.2; 
deriv(2,2)=(kdiff_up(1,2)-kdiff_dn(1,2))/.2; 
deriv(3,1)=(Ediff_up(1,1)-Ediff_dn(1,1))/.2; 
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deriv(3,2)=(Ediff_up(1,2)-Ediff_dn(1,2))/.2; 
deriv(4,1)=(Esurf_up(1,1)-Esurf_dn(1,1))/.2; 
deriv(4,2)=(Esurf_up(1,2)-Esurf_dn(1,2))/.2; 
deriv(5,1)=(Cov_up(1,1)-Cov_dn(1,1))/.2; 
deriv(5,2)=(Cov_up(1,2)-Cov_dn(1,2))/.2; 
Vy(1,1)=covar(1) 
Vy(2,2)=covar(2) 
Vbinv27=deriv*(inv(Vy))*deriv' 
***end repeat, and do the following only once. 
end 
end 
Vbtot=Vbinv30+Vbinv29+Vbinv28+Vbinv27+Vbinv26+Vbinv25+Vbinv24+Vbinv23+Vbinv21+Vbinv19+Vbinv16+Vbin
v13+Vbinv15+Vbinv12+Vbinv11+Vbinv10+Vbinv7+Vbinv9+Vbinv8+Vbinv4+Vbinv5+Vbinv3+Vbinv2+Vbinv1 
inv(Vbtot) 
sqrt(Vbtot(1,1)) 
invVbot=inv(Vbtot) 
sqrt(invVbot(1,1)) 
sqrt(invVbot(2,2)) 
sqrt(invVbot(3,3)) 
sqrt(invVbot(4,4))  
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APPENDIX A.11:  MODEL FOR DIFFUSION OF TI 
proc TiO2 {kdiffTi kdiffTivac Etrap EdiffTi EdiffTivac E1 Name} { 
#input the above variables into program. 
 
# Initializing 
 
       line x loc=0.000000 tag=top spac=0.00005 
       line x loc=0.005000 spac=0.0001 
       line x loc=0.050000 spac=0.001 
       line x loc=1.000000 spac=0.05 
        line x loc=10.0 tag=bot spac=0.5 
       region Silicon xlo=top xhi=bot 
       init 
#define grid in microns (spac is spacing for that portion of the grid) 
 
       profile name=Ti44init inf=slope_profile.txt 
       profile name=Ti48init inf=rev_slope_profile.txt 
 
       sel z = Ti44init name=Ti44 store 
       sel z = Ti48init name=Ti48 store 
       sel z = Ti44*2e21/3.19e22 name=Ti44i store 
       sel z = Ti48*2e21/3.19e22 name=Ti store 
 
      sel z =(Ti48+Ti44)*2 name=Osub store 
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      sel z =Osub*3.27e16/6.38e22 name=Ovac store 
       sel z =(Ti48+Ti44)*3.2e9/3.19e22 name=Tivac store 
       sel z = Ti44-Ti44i name=Ti44sub store 
       sel z = Ti48-Ti name=Tisub store 
 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Ti44) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.initial.Ti44 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Ti48) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.initial.Ti48 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Ti44i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.initial.Ti44i 
 
       struct outf=.str 
 
 
       sel z=(Ti44sub) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.initial.Ti44sub 
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       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Ti) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.initial.Ti 
 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       
       sel z=(Tisub) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.initial.Tisub 
 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
      sel z=(Tivac) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.initial.Tivac 
      solution name=Tivac solve !damp !negative add 
#Ti Vacancy 
 
       solution name=Ti solve !damp !negative add 
       solution name=Ti44i solve !damp !negative add 
  
           solution name=Ti44sub solve !damp !negative add 
       solution name=Tisub solve !damp !negative add 
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# Choosing Poisson Eqn and its boundary condition 
 
       pdbSetBoolean Silicon Potential TEDmodel 0 
       pdbSetBoolean Silicon Potential Pin 0 
 
 
 
       set tempK [pdbDelayDouble tempK] 
       term name=kb add Silicon eqn = "8.617383e-05" 
       term name=pi add Silicon eqn = "3.14159e0" 
       term name=captr add Silicon eqn = "2.95e-8" 
#nearest neighbor distance for Ti 
       term name=alpha add Silicon eqn = "kb*$tempK" 
       term name=pre add Silicon eqn = "5e12" 
# Energy levels, assume charge neutrality in the bulk, 
 
       term name=TO2Eg add Silicon eqn = "(3.09e0-(6.6e-4*$tempK))" 
#band gap with T varience 
       term name=TO2ni add Silicon eqn = "2*((2*pi*$tempK*1.38e-23/(6.63e-
34)^2)^1.5)*((30*(9.11e-31)^2)^.75)*1.0e-6*exp(-1*TO2Eg/2/alpha)" 
       term name=no_orig add Silicon eqn = "2*Ovac+((4*Ovac^2)+TO2ni^2)^0.5"   
       term name=TO2Eib add Silicon eqn = "-1*alpha*log(no_orig/TO2ni)"    
 
# Energy levels 
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       term name=TO2Ei add Silicon eqn = "TO2Eib-Potential" 
       term name=Ev add Silicon eqn = "TO2Ei-TO2Eg/2" 
       term name=Ec add Silicon eqn = "TO2Ei+TO2Eg/2" 
       term name=EFb add Silicon eqn = "0.0" 
 
 
# Assume equilibrium electron and hole concentration 
 
       term name=Myn add Silicon eqn = "TO2ni*exp((-TO2Ei)/(alpha))" 
       term name=Myp add Silicon eqn = "TO2ni*exp(TO2Ei/alpha)" 
 
 
# Trap energies (ionization energy) 
 
       term name=ETi3 add Silicon eqn = "((TO2Eg/3.09)*$Etrap)+Ev" 
 
       term name=popTi3 add Silicon eqn = "1/(1+0.5e0*exp((ETi3-EFb)/(kb*$tempK)))" 
       term name=popTi4 add Silicon eqn = "1-popTi3" 
 
# Diffusivity (Ovac, Oi, Tivac, Ti3, Ti4 
       term name=diffTi add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffTi*exp(-$EdiffTi/(kb*$tempK))" 
     term name=diffTivac add Silicon eqn = "$kdiffTivac*exp(-$EdiffTivac/(kb*$tempK))" 
# define the diffusion equations 
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       pdbSetString Silicon Ti Equation "ddt(Ti)-diffTi*(grad(Ti))" 
pdbSetString Silicon Ti44i Equation "ddt(Ti44i)-diffTi*(grad(Ti44i))" 
 
 
       pdbSetString Silicon Tivac Equation "ddt(Tivac)-diffTivac*(grad(Tivac))" 
#reaction constants 
 
       term name=K1 add Silicon eqn = "pre*exp(-$E1/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=K2 add Silicon eqn = "4*pi*diffTi*2.95e-8" 
       term name=K3 add Silicon eqn = "pre*exp(-2/(kb*$tempK))" 
       term name=RTivac add Silicon eqn = "K1*(Tisub+Ti44sub)-K2*(Ti+Ti44i)*Tivac" 
       term name=RTi add Silicon eqn = "K1*Tisub-K2*Ti*Tivac" 
       term name=RTisub add Silicon eqn = "-K1*(Tisub)+K2*(Ti)*Tivac" 
       term name=RTi44 add Silicon eqn = "K1*Ti44sub-K2*Ti44i*Tivac" 
       term name=RTi44sub add Silicon eqn = "-K1*Ti44sub+K2*Ti44i*Tivac" 
 
#define stagnant species 
       pdbSetString Silicon Tisub Equation "ddt(Tisub)-RTisub" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Ti44sub Equation "ddt(Ti44sub)-RTi44sub" 
 
      set Tivaceqn [pdbGetString Silicon Tivac Equation] 
       set Tieqn [pdbGetString Silicon Ti Equation] 
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       set Ti44eqn [pdbGetString Silicon Ti44i Equation] 
      pdbSetString Silicon Tivac Equation "$Tivaceqn-RTivac" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Ti Equation "$Tieqn-RTi" 
       pdbSetString Silicon Ti44i Equation "$Ti44eqn-RTi44i" 
 
#Boundary Conditions 
# no fermi level pinning 
 
       if {[pdbGetBoolean Silicon Potential Pin]} { 
       pdbSetBoolean Gas_Silicon Potential Fixed_Silicon 1 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Potential Equation_Silicon "1e20*Potential_Silicon" 
       } 
# no flux boundary condition 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Ovac Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Oi Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Tivac Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Ti Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
       pdbSetString Gas_Silicon Ti44i Equation_Silicon "0.0e0" 
# Annealing profile 
       temp_ramp clear 
 
       temp_ramp name=up1 trate=0.5865 time=(775)/(60.0*0.5865) temp=25.0 press=0.0 
 
#degrees per second, time in minutes, temp in C, pressure in ? check manual 
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       temp_ramp name=flat1 trate=0.0 time=90 temp=800 press=0.0 
 
       temp_ramp name=down1 trate=-1.527 time=(600)/(60.0*1.527) temp=800 press=0.0 
       temp_ramp name=down2 trate=-0.155 time=(175)/(60.0*0.155) temp=200 press=0.0 
 
 
       foreach step {up1 flat1 down1 down2} { 
 
       puts "" 
       puts "" 
       puts "!!!!!Doing $step !!!!!" 
       puts "" 
       puts "" 
 
       diffuse name=$step adapt init=1e-10 
 
} 
       struct outf=test1final.str 
        sel z=(Ti44i+Ti44sub) 
       integral outf=$Name.final 
   
# output result 
    struct outf=$Name.str 
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       sel z=(Ti44i) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.Ti44.Ti44i 
 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
 
       sel z=(Ti44i+Ti44sub) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.Ti44.Ti44 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Ti+Tisub) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.Ti44.Ti48 
    
 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Ti44sub) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.Ti44.Ti44sub 
 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Ti) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.Ti44.Ti 
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       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Tisub) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.Ti44.Tisub 
 
       struct outf=$Name.str 
 
       sel z=(Tivac) 
      print.2file outf=$Name.Ti44.Tivac 
     struct outf=$Name.str 
 
 
 
        struct outf=$Name.str      
       sel z=(Ti44i+Ti44sub) 
       print.2file outf=$Name.Ti44.Ti44 
 
} 
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